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1. A list of used abbreviations 

AAI: Average Amino Acid Identity 

AD: Anaerobic digestion 

ADF: Acid Detergent Fiber 

ADL: Acid Detergent Lignin 

ANI: Average Nucleotide Identity 

ASV: Absolute (exact) sequence variant 

BBU: Biological biogas upgrading 

BGMB: Biogas Microbiome 

DEG: Differentially Expressed Gene 

DGE: Differential Gene Expression 

DPW: Differentially Expressed Pathway 

EN: Energo cultivar of Salix viminalis (diploid genotype) 

PP: PoliPlus cultivar of Salix viminalis generated from EN (tetraploid genotype) 

Ep: extractable energy potential of a biomass via a certain process, e.g. biomethanation 

(AD) or biomass burning, in GJ 

GC: Gas chromatograph 

GHG: Green-house gas 

GWB: Green Willow Biomass 

H2-MTR: Metatranscriptome samples from the H2-fed biogas culture 

KEGG: Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes 
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KO: KEGG Orthology 

MAG: Metagenome-assembled genome 

MG: Metagenomics 

MT: Metatranscriptomics 

N2-MTR: Metatranscriptome samples from biogas culture 

NDF: Neutral Detergent Fiber 

NGS: Next-generation sequencing 

OTU: Operational Taxonomic Units 

P2G: Power-to-Gas 

P2H2: Power-to-hydrogen 

P2CH4: Power-to-Methane 

P2bioCH4: Power-to-Biomethane 

PWE: Pathway Enrichment 

SRC: Short-rotation coppice 

TIC: Total inorganic carbon 

VOA: Volatile organic acids 

VS: (total) Volatile Solids 

WGS: Whole Genome Shotgun sequencing 

WWB: Woody willow biomass 

WSD: Willow saw-dust 
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2. Introduction 

2.1. General scope 

The impact of civilization on the Earth biosphere and crust is pervasive and persistent. The 

extent of this is so severe that our home planet was suggested to have entered the 

Anthropocene epoch, a proposed new geologic time unit distinct from the Holocene and 

earlier epochs (AWG, 2019; Steffen et al., 2018). The appearance of manufactured 

materials in sediments (plastic, concrete, etc.), and the alterations in biogeochemical cycles 

(C, N and P) over the past century substantially affected even the stratigraphic signal 

(Waters et al., 2016). Moreover, the worldwide biotic changes, including species invasions 

and the increasing rate of species extinction became severe and widespread even in high-

biodiversity biomes such as rainforests and coral reefs. The rate of extinction is the highest 

since the Cretaceous-Quaternary extinction event 65 MYA (that wiped off the dinosaurs 

from the face of the Earth) (Barnosky et al., 2011). As a result, it is suggested that the sixth 

mass extinction event, known as the Holocene extinction is already under way (Ceballos et 

al., 2015); besides humanity’s most likely contribution to the earlier Quaternary extinction 

event as well (the extinction of the majority of the megafauna in Eurasia and the Americas). 

Climate change, environmental pollution, habitat loss, overpopulation and the extensive 

utilization of fossil fuels all contribute to these severe and complex global issues (Folke et 

al., 2021). A very high level of multinational cooperation is necessary to cope with them. 

International treaties, such as the Kyoto Protocol (1992), the Paris Agreement (2015) or 

the Glasgow Climate Pact (2021) have been adopted in order to do so, but their success is 

far from guaranteed. 

One central issue is the increasing global energy demand. The share of fossil fuels must be 

decreased in order to achieve the treaty’s goals, and to minimize the increase of global 

average temperature (Secretariat REN21, 2021). Although the share of renewable and 

nuclear sources increases steadily, they still contribute to only 20% of the global energy 

share (IEA, 2021). All renewable energy sources have their advantages and disadvantages 
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(Secretariat REN21, 2021), there is no winner for every situation; rather, their combined 

usage is required to provide GHG-mitigation. Also, further research and development is 

necessary to make renewables economically feasible alternatives to fossil sources.  

Among the renewable sources, biomass is perhaps the most widely utilized and also, it is 

the one that have been used since the dawn of humanity, as our ability to tame fire have 

played a major role in becoming human (Parker et al., 2016). Nowadays, biomass can be 

utilized in several ways either to generate electricity and/or heat directly via combustion 

in power plants for example, or it can be used to produce alternative biofuels. These, 

including, but are not limited to biodiesel, bioethanol, biobutanol and biohydrogen, are 

then mainly used for transportation purposes. While all have merits each has its own 

particular characteristics from typical substrates to conversion processes, by-products, as 

well as their state of technical development and various research and development 

challenges (Müller-Langer et al., 2014). Biogas, the product of biomass conversion is 

perhaps the most versatile. It is the result of the anaerobic digestion process,  carried out 

by a very complex microbial community, which shows substantial differences between 

fermentors, depending on operational parameters and substrate types (Campanaro et al., 

2020). Most of the time, biogas is used to generate electricity directly from it via combined 

heat and power engines (CHP), but it can also be stored and transported easily and used 

on site or in vehicles (Weiland, 2010). Biogas is composed of mainly CO2 and CH4 (with 

traces of other gases such as H2 and H2S), thus, after appropriate upgrading, the resulting 

purified biomethane is chemically equivalent to natural gas, thus it can be exploited in 

essentially every way the fossil natural gas is utilized today, i.e. it can be injected into the 

gas grid as well (Scarlat et al., 2018). Therefore, biomethane holds very high potential, 

altough efficient upgrading processes are needed to be developed. No wonder the biogas 

industry is growing dynamically worldwide. However, this is accompanied with increasing 

concerns about supplying the anaerobic digestion (AD) reactors with energy plants 

cultivated on agricultural land (Kalamaras and Kotsopoulos, 2014) such as maize silage 

(Purdy et al., 2017; Wagner et al., 2018). This is because the cultivation costs and artificial 
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fertilizer requirements of maize silage and similar crops is relatively high, and fertile 

agricultural lands should be used for food and feed production instead.  

However, biogas has an additional advantage over other biofuels: it can be produced 

efficiently not just from biomasses with high contents of easily digestible carbohydrates, 

such as simple sugars or starch only, like bioethanol can be, but from harder-to-degrade 

lignocellulosic materials and biowastes as well. Therefore, intensive search is in progress 

to switch biogas production towards second generation, alternative substrates that do not 

come into conflict with crops that could serve human or animal nutritional purposes (food 

vs. energy debate) (Brethauer and Studer, 2015; Clifton-Brown et al., 2019). These 

include organic wastes and byproducts and lignocellulose-based substrates and utilizing 

them is both an environmentally and economically attractive bioenergy production 

technology.  

In addition, improving the efficiency of biogas upgrading also draws scientific and 

commercial attention. Particularly promising is the power-to-biomethane (P2bioCH4) 

technology, an innovative type of power-to-gas process (P2G), which combines the 

advantages of anaerobic digestion technology with the more extensively employed green 

electricity producing technologies. This is by converting electricity into biomethane via 

feeding the biogas reactors with H2 produced from the electrolysis of water (Bagi et al., 

2017). The behavior of the microbial community, in particular the methane producing 

Archaea, in this technology is critically important, as they convert the external H2 to CH4.  

In the context of climate change, the generation of biogas as a renewable energy form has 

become popular and was intensively examined over the last few decades (Kougias and 

Angelidaki, 2018). In the course of my doctoral work, I aimed to contribute to these two 

major challenges facing the biogas industry: 1.) I utilized a novel lignocellulosic substrate, 

the young shrubs of the short-rotation coppice willow (Salix spp.), which I termed Green 

Willow Biomass (GWB) for biogas production; and 2.) I investigated the effects of 

hydrogen-injection stress in the frame of a biological biogas upgrading scenario on the 
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biogas producing microbial community via metagenomic and metatranscriptomic 

approaches. 

 

2.2. Willow as a substrate for bioenergy production 

Second-generation lignocellulosic substrates are increasing in popularity as alternative 

substrates for bioenergy production because they can be produced at significantly lower 

costs than first generation energy crops (Gissén et al., 2014). Lignocellulosic biomass, the 

complex of biopolymers, composed of lignin, cellulose, and hemicelluloses, accounts for  

the  highest  proportion  of renewable terrestrial  biomass accumulated on  Earth. Due to 

the complex microbial community residing in anaerobic digesters that can degrade 

basically any type of biological material, biogas is particularly promising in utilizing these 

types of biomasses.  

Moreover, these second-generation substrates do not come into contradiction with the 

crops cultivated for food/feed purposes, such as maize or soybean as they can be produced 

not just on prime farmlands, but on marginal lands as well (Valentine et al., 2012). 

Although frequently the lignocellulosic plant material is burned in biomass furnaces, many 

of them can be or could be utilized in biogas reactors; however, their fermentation 

efficiency may not be good enough, thus their economic feasibility hinders their 

widespread usage (Wagner et al., 2018). Extensive research is addressed to the 

optimization of promising second-generation lignocellulosic substrates, including for 

example switchgrass (Panicum virgatum) and miscanthus (Miscanthus×giganteus) (Stoof 

et al., 2015). Another such plant, the Shrub willow (Salix spp.) can be cultivated as a short-

rotation coppice (SRC willow, SRCW) with environmental and rural development benefits 

(Clifton-Brown et al., 2019; Fischer et al., 2005; Volk et al., 2016) for the efficient 

production of biomass, which than can be utilized to produce bioenergy and bioproducts. 

These benefits are as follows:  
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a) willow can be cultivated on marginal lands (Valentine et al., 2012);  

b) it is perennial, therefore in current practice its woody stems are harvested in every 

2–4 years (after a cutback in the first year) without needing replantation up to 7–10 

harvesting cycles, which makes the plantation exploitable for over 15–20 years;  

c) it is capable of carbon sequestration after a single crop cycle (seven 3-year rotations) 

(Caputo et al., 2014);  

d) the net energy ratio, i.e., the ratio of energy gained over energy invested is in the 

range of 18:1 to 43:1 (Caputo et al., 2014);  

e) it is resistant to environmental effects and stresses, endures contaminated soils, 

making it suitable for phytoremediation (Dimitriou et al., 2012; Janssen et al., 

2015);  

f) it has positive effects on species diversity (Cunniff and Cerasuolo, 2011; Volk et al., 

2016);  

g) it can be coupled with N-removal, as willow plants reduce soil-water nitrate-

nitrogen concentrations by 40–80% (Ferrarini et al., 2017; Ssegane et al., 2016);  

h) its cultivation is considerably less labor-demanding and costs less than that of 

sensitive herbaceous plants, and less prone to yield fluctuations (Caputo et al., 2014; 

Eisenbies et al., 2014).  

Moreover, novel variants are continuously being developed, the main breeding approach 

to improve willow wood biomass yields  and quality relies on species breeding to capture 

hybrid vigor (Fabio et al., 2017; Serapiglia et al., 2014). In 2016, Dudits et al. managed to 

duplicate the chromosome number of the Energo (EN) cultivar via a colchicine treatment, 

resulting in autotetraploid genotypes named PoliPlus (PP) (Dudits et al., 2016). The 

multiplied genome size increased leaf size, shoot diameter and root system, as well as it 

improved photosynthetic activity and plant hormone composition. With yield increases of 

20–40% anticipated from breeding and selection efforts for new willow varieties 

(Serapiglia et al., 2013; Sleight and Volk, 2016), all these advantages and developments 

urge the utilization of SRC willow for a sustainable bioenergy production. Other ways to 

promote SRC willow is to decrease production associated costs.  
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Life-cycle analyses showed that harvesting the woody biomass is a major contributor to the 

willow production system: i.) costs associated with it contribute to the final production 

costs in the largest part; ii.) it is the second largest input of primary fossil energy in the 

system (after commercial N fertilizer); and finally iii.) it accounts for about one third of 

the energy input as well (Caputo et al., 2014; Eisenbies et al., 2014). Reducing it by using 

a more easily harvestable biomass can make the production even more economically 

feasible.  

2.3. Biogas production and the utilization of lignocellulosic 

substrates 

SRCW is utilized for bioenergy production mainly in the US, Canada, UK, Sweden 

(Clifton-Brown et al., 2019; Fabio et al., 2017) and Poland (Stolarski et al., 2019). Other 

Eastern-European and former Soviet Union countries also have a high biological energy 

potential (Fischer et al., 2005), including SRC willow (also poplar and Miscanthus). For 

example, in Latvia, Hungary and Lithuania this potential is the highest: more than 175 

GJ/person. Within a usual current scenario, the ~3-year-old ‘woody’ SRCW biomass is 

harvested, chipped and incinerated in biomass furnace plants to generate heat and/or 

electricity. Few attempts used woody willow as biogas substrate: willow saw-dust (WSD) 

was shown to be an appropriate AD substrate following various physico-chemical (Estevez 

et al., 2012; Horn et al., 2011; Jurado et al., 2013; Uellendahl et al., 2008) and biological 

pretreatments (Alexandropoulou et al., 2017). The primarily aim of pretreatments are to 

partially deconstruct lignocellulose (Patinvoh et al., 2017), and lower its lignin content 

(Mulat et al., 2018b; van der Lelie et al., 2012), as the anaerobic degradation of this 

component proceeds very slowly, if at all (Mulat et al., 2018a); and because it surrounds 

the cellulose, making its enzymatic degradation more difficult (Montgomery and 
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Bochmann, 2014). In order to achieve this, most pretreatment methods require specialized 

and expensive instrumentations and/or conditions, although these are not always feasible 

at industrial scales. 

Although higher lignin content is desirable for combustion purposes it is not for biofuel 

production (Tubeileh et al., 2016). The amount of lignin correlated negatively with CH4 

yields (Herrmann et al., 2016) in most crop species. Due to the recalcitrant properties of 

lignocelluloses, the hydraulic retention time (HRT) is increased and thus a lower organic 

loading rate (OLR), and also a high amount of dilution water has to be used, which makes 

their fermentation economically less feasible. These reasons limit the utilization of willow 

saw-dust, woody willow biomass (WWB), willow wood chips, or other woody biomass in 

industrial biogas plants.  

 

2.4. Improving biogas value by upgrading 

As tough selecting an appropriate substrate is very important in biogas production, there 

are other challenges yet to be fully addressed. These include developing cost-effective 

pretreatment methods [mentioned above and reviewed in (Brodeur et al., 2011; Frigon et 

al., 2012; Hendriks and Zeeman, 2009)] and the efficient upgrading of biogas into 

biomethane.  Traditional biogas upgrading approaches include scrubbing, pressure swing 

adsorption and membrane separation, among others. In addition, biological biogas 

upgrading (BBU) can present an alternative, as relatively small capital investment is 

required, as it can be readily installed to existing biogas plants and because no high 

temperatures or pressures are needed for its operation (Sun et al., 2015). Yet another 

alternative is the relatively new power-to-gas concept. In this scenario the external H2 is 

added to the system in order to reduce the CO2 into CH4 and thus to increase the methane 

content of biogas (Ács et al., 2019; Szuhaj et al., 2016).  
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BBU can be achieved in situ, when the H2 is injected directly into the anaerobic digester, 

or ex situ, when a separate fermentation unit is used that contains enriched cultures of 

hydrogenotrophic methanogens. Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages: 

generally, ex situ processes can generate biomethane at a higher rate (although this 

depends on various process parameters, such as temperature, pressure, geometry), while 

in situ BBU costs are less as there is no need for investment for a second reactor and it can 

be easily coupled with the existing fermentor. Perhaps even more importantly, ex situ can 

produce biogas with up to 98% CH4, which is adequate for grid injection even, whereas 

with in situ, the produced biogas can hardly exceed 85% CH4 (Bagi et al., 2017). In a recent 

mini-review about in situ biogas upgrading the importance of Methanoculleus under 

mesophilic conditions and Methanothermobacter under thermophilic conditions was 

pointed out (Szuhaj et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2020). 

2.5. Power-to-gas concept 

Although biogas technology has many advantages, such as its capacity to generate biofuel 

from diverse types of biomasses, including cheap lignocellulosics (for example corn stover 

or willow) and a wide range of waste streams derived from the agro-food industry (which 

is a source of vast amounts of readily degradable organic materials, composed mainly of 

complex organic molecules) and from liquid or solid communal waste treatments, it can’t 

replace the fossil-fuel based energy production by itself. Instead, in order to achieve this, 

several different renewable energy production technologies are needed to be coupled 

together. Since currently, solar and wind based electricity are the most preferred ones by 

governments  and these are technologically and economically the most advanced 

technologies (Secretariat REN21, 2021), they should be considered. In case of Hungary, 

as a result of the recent restrictive legislative changes regarding wind energy, the areas of 

renewables most likely to develop are solar and geothermal (Simon and Deák, 2020). But 

they have challenges as well; one major challenge is how to store the produced electricity. 

The amount of fluctuating renewable electricity depends on environmental factors 
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(sunshine and wind), and thus it is produced in an intermittent fashion. Therefore, it is 

very hard to produce them when they are needed, even more so because energy 

consumption is also fluctuating daily and seasonally (Cozzi and Goodson, 2020). 

A large number of pathways exists for the transformation of renewable electricity in some 

type of energy storage platforms. One possibility is the Power-to-Gas (P2G) systems 

wherein gaseous fuels are produced using excess renewable electricity via water electrolysis 

(Hashimoto, 1994). In the Power-to-hydrogen (P2H2) system H2 is produced in an 

environmentally friendly route as there are no harmful by-products produced. However, as 

currently the storage and transportation infrastructure for H2 remains under development, 

its large-scale utilization as energy carrier is yet to come. Doubtlessly, in the future H2 will 

play a significant role. The infrastructure for transporting, storing and combusting 

(bio)methane (e.g. natural gas) on the other hand is very well established and developed, 

thus. Therefore, there is a large potential in the Power-to-Methane (P2CH4) system, 

wherein methane is produced via combining the H2 with carbon dioxide (CO2), because 

this route combines the advantages of the preexisting natural gas grid with state-of-the-art 

technologies for photovoltaic and wind energy producing technologies (by using H2 as 

intermediate energy carrier) (Bailera et al., 2017). Moreover, as CO2 is recycled, the global 

warming would be mitigated in some extent (Hashimoto et al., 1999). A recent, even more 

innovative system is the Power-to-Biomethane (P2bioCH4), wherein the H2 resulting from 

the P2G route is combined with biogas to produce biomethane via BBU. As mentioned, 

biomethane is advantageous because it can be used in any application for which fossil fuel 

natural gas is utilized today (Bagi et al., 2017).  
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2.6. Metagenomics and metatranscriptomics as a means to 

investigate the anaerobic digestion process and 

methanogenesis in particular 

H2 is a key component of the AD process, H2-coupled electron transfer has been verified 

as an important extracellular pathway of sharing reducing agents within the anaerobic 

environment, especially in microbial electrosynthesis systems (Cai et al., 2020). The effects 

of excess H2 on the anaerobic digestion microflora and on the methanogens can be 

examined at DNA and/or RNA level to shed light on the biological background of the 

P2bioCH4 process. 

Metagenomics roots back to the late 70’s, when Carl Woese pioneered the use of 16S rRNA 

gene sequences for the phylogenetic analysis of prokaryotes. During his research he 

realized that Archaea form a separate clade from Bacteria and thus laid ground for the 3-

domains tree of life (Woese and Fox, 1977). With this technique, researchers may get 

answer to the question of ‘Who is there?’. Since then, mainly due to the lowering of the 

costs of NGS, targeted metagenome sequencing or metataxonomics is readily used to 

assess the bacterial, archaeal and/or fungal microbial community compositions – 

depending on the primers used (Yarza et al., 2014). 16S rRNA gene sequencing became a 

widely used procedure to analyze the microbial (prokaryotic) community compositions of 

anaerobic digesters (Hassa et al., 2018). 

While these methods are cost-effective, they have drawbacks as well. They are prone to 

biases originating from the polymerase chain-reaction (PCR) step (introduced by the 

amplification primers) and from the difference in 16S rRNA gene copy number in the 

bacteria (Jünemann et al., 2017). In addition, the protocols differ in the combination of 

the nine hypervariable regions (HRVs) that are analyzed (Johnson et al., 2019). This, along 

with the fact that numerous bioinformatics approaches, pipelines and databases exist 

(Prodan et al., 2020), makes the comparisons between different studies difficult (Pollock 

et al., 2018). A main difference in the bioinformatic workflows is that whether they are 
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OTU-based (Operational Taxonomic Units), or ASV-based (absolute sequence variants) 

(Callahan et al., 2016). DADA2’s ASV method was shown to have benefits over OTU-

based ones, as it combines the benefits of both closed-reference and de novo OTU 

clustering approaches: the generated ASVs are reusable across studies, reproducible in 

future datasets and are not limited by incomplete reference databases (Callahan et al., 

2017).  

Amplification-free WGS metagenomics, or metagenomics for short, is performed when the 

total community DNA is sequenced (or aimed to be sequenced, to be more exact). WGS 

offers an alternative to metataxonomics for the analysis of the microbiome. The term 

metagenomics was first used by Handelsman et al back in 1998: „… the collective genomes 

of soil microflora, which we term the metagenome of the soil” (Handelsman et al., 1998). 

Metagenomics, in contrast to metataxonomics has the potential to reveal information on 

full genomes of the subject microorganisms, providing invaluable knowledge about their 

coding capacities or to give answers to the question ‘What are they doing there?’, as well. 

Exact quantitative information about the expression of these coding regions can be 

achieved by a technique termed metatranscriptomics via sequencing the total mRNA 

population. In the following section I will summarize the scientific literature regarding 

metagenomics and metatranscriptomics applied to the study of biogas producing 

communities. 

The earliest insights into the biogas-producing communities using 454 pyrosequencing 

was carried out in 2008 (Schlüter et al., 2008), but later others soon followed as the 

technology became more widespread (Cho et al., 2013; Jaenicke et al., 2011; Li et al., 

2013). More knowledge was gained about the taxonomic compositions and genetic 

functions of the AD microbiome as the 454 technology became superseded by the SOLiD 

(R. Wirth et al., 2012) and Illumina technologies (Li et al., 2014).  

16S marker gene based metagenomics complemented with WGS metagenomics was used 

to investigate the differences between a wet and a dry fermenter operations modes (Stolze 

et al., 2015). This revealed high similarity at higher taxonomic level but for example the 
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archaeal sub-communities differed significantly. A similar combination of WGS and 16S 

metagenomics demonstrated a significant difference between the taxonomic profiles of 

digesters at the phylum level, however, several OTUs for these phyla could not 

unambiguously be described taxonomically due to the lack of suitable reference genomes, 

therefore their functional roles remained unclear. This again demonstrated the limitations 

of 16S rRNA gene based analyses and highlighted the importance of analyzing the 

complete metagenome to understand the full functional capacity of the AD microbial 

community (Jünemann et al., 2017). 

As sequencing costs reduced drastically, higher coverages and metatranscriptomics 

became possible. Employing deep sequencing and a combination of metagenomics and 

metatranscriptomics deepened our understanding of the AD microbiome (Bremges et al., 

2015). The reconstruction of whole genomes eventually became possible, as sophisticated 

bioinformatics software were developed. Since its first emergence in 2013-2014 (Albertsen 

et al., 2013; Alneberg et al., 2014; Nielsen et al., 2014), this process, termed metagenomic 

binning has become the standard procedure to analyze microbiomes. The process involves 

the clustering (‘binning’) of each contig from a co-assembly, based mainly on their 

coverage into genome bins and then refining the bins based on sequence-specific 

information (e.g. GC content or tetranucleotide frequencies).  

The first application of this method in biogas research was carried out on a laboratory-scale 

thermophilic CSTR, wherein 106 microbial genomes were assembled from ~51 Gbp of 

sequencing data (Campanaro et al., 2016). The results supported a funnel concept in the 

AD microbiome, in which a progressive functional specialization occurs while the process 

reaches the final step, methanogenesis. The authors identified key microbial genomes and 

the enzymes they encode, which are involved in specific metabolic pathways, such as 

carbohydrates’ utilization, fatty acids degradation, amino acids fermentation, and 

syntrophic acetate oxidation. Soon after, a production-scale fermenter (Stolze et al., 2016) 

was investigated and five high-quality genome bins were assembled, presenting dominant 

but mostly unknown species belonging to the taxa Fusobacteria, Spirochaetes, 

Cloacimonetes and Thermotogae.  
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This collection of genomes was later expanded (Treu et al., 2016b) while also 

demonstrating the existence of a core group of microorganisms. Additional studies 

followed with the aim of expanding our knowledge of the population genomes of the biogas 

microbiome in different digesters and fermentation conditions. In an anaerobic digester 

treating pig manure and meadow grass the spatial distribution of lignocellulose-degrading 

microbes (planktonic or attached to the surface of the plant material) was investigated 

(Kougias et al., 2018), and revealed that Bacteroides and Firmicutes follow diverse 

metabolic strategies for polysaccharide degradation. In mesophilic and thermophilic full-

scale biogas fermenters treating manure and sludge from wastewater treatment plants, an 

in-depth analysis regarding the biochemical pathways (based on the KEGG) and 

carbohydrate-active enzymes of the MAGs, the biotic and abiotic factors affecting their 

abundance, and the associations between the species was carried out, revealing functional 

roles of the core group of microorganisms and shedding light on the syntrophic interactions 

between them (Campanaro et al., 2018). 

Specifically, the differences in MAG compositions in a mesophilic versus thermophilic 

biogas upgrading reactor showed that both community was dominated by Methanoculleus 

species, but from different populations and carrying different functions (L Treu et al., 

2018).  

Recently a study was aimed to reconcile the metagenomes from 134 different published 

sources to assemble the biogas microbiome, as is the collection of population genomes 

(MAGs) present in the investigated anaerobic digesters (Campanaro et al., 2020). The 

reads from each study were then mapped back to the MAGs (this process is also called 

‘fragment recruitment’) to estimate their abundance in the samples. This revealed a great 

plasticity of the AD ecosystem and the presence of multiple different microbial 

communities that have little to no overlap among them.  

A combination of metagenome and metatranscriptome analyses was complemented by the 

characterization of bacterial and archaeal isolates in a thermophilic biogas plant (Maus et 

al., 2016), and the authors argued that a high abundance in the metagenome does not 
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necessarily indicate high transcriptional or metabolic activity, and vice versa. Also, the 

thermophilic biogas plant comprised a huge number previously unknown species. Treu et. 

al investigated the effect of adding long-chain fatty acids (LCFA) and found that genes of 

the genus Syntrophomonas were upregulated indicating their importance in LCFA 

degradation (Treu et al., 2016a).  

The influence of process temperature was investigated by metatranscriptomics in another 

study (Lin et al., 2016). Herein the authors used a lab-scale biogas reactors fermenting 

swine manure at 25 to 55 °C and their results revealed that the methanogenesis was 

centralized under thermophilic conditions – the diversity of functional pathways at higher 

temperatures was reduced.  

In another combined metagenomics and metatranscriptomic study the active microbial 

populations during cellulosic biomass fermentation were investigated (Jia et al., 2018). The 

relative abundance of the transcriptionally active microbes and the analysis of their 

pathways showed that while many population genomes (PGs, in this context equivalent to 

MAG) were reconstructed, only a small subset was highly transcribed and that the trophic 

roles of the cultures were similar, the bacterial populations performing each function were 

distinct between the enrichment conditions. There was also a significant difference 

between the relative abundances of the MG and the MTR samples, supporting that 

metagenomics alone is insufficient for a complete analysis of the AD microbiome. 

Improving the binning process has been the major goal of numerous improved 

bioinformatic algorithms (Alneberg et al., 2014; Graham et al., 2017; Kang et al., 2015; 

Wu et al., 2016); with several procedures developed that seek to increase the quality of the 

resulting bins. As the extent of metagenome sequencing grew rapidly, numerous 

approaches and pipelines were developed that enabled the analysis microbiomes via 

genome-resolved metagenomics: the analysis of MAGs – their abundance and function 

(Eren et al., 2015; Uritskiy et al., 2018). Complete workflows for genome-resolved 

metatranscriptomics are scarce tough. Perhaps SqueezeMeta (Tamames and Puente-

Sánchez, 2019) and IMP (Integrated Meta-omic Pipeline) (Narayanasamy et al., 2016) are 
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the two that are the closest to this goal. These tools can analyze the actual function that is 

carried out by a microbial system at a given time point at RNA-level by estimating the 

abundance of either functional domains or the assembled MAGs and their relative changes. 

Humann2 is another sophisticated metatranscriptomics tool, however, it is read-centric, 

which makes it fundamentally different in several ways, for example, it doesn’t pair the 

reads, doesn’t carry out assembly and metagenomic binning and it uses the MetaCyc 

database for functional profiling. These metatranscriptomics tools are reviewed in (Shakya 

et al., 2019). None of these tools offer, however, the possibility to analyze the gene 

expression differences (aka. fold-change) on the resolution of each MAG.  

Taken together, genome-centric metagenomics can reveal the genetic potential of the 

microbes, but only when it is combined with metatranscriptomics the detailed analysis of 

the specific functions carried out by each MAGs becomes possible. 

2.7. Microbial community changes induced by H2-addition 

Within a P2CH4 scenario, bursts of H2 is converted into CH4 by the hydrogenotrophic 

methanogens (Szuhaj et al., 2016), which are essential players in the AD microbial 

community. The development of a stable P2CH4 microflora strongly depends on 

environmental conditions and on the starter microbial composition. Various reactor 

designs, operational parameters and inocula have been tested making rigorous comparison 

of the results difficult. In line with these conclusions, the mesophilic AD methanogenic 

community of palm oil mill effluent with eventual addition of formate was predominated 

by members of the genus Methanoculleus (Woraruthai et al., 2020). Various inocula were 

compared for biomethane production at mesophilic conditions in batch fermentations. It 

was concluded that the abundance and activity of the genera Methanosarcina and 

Methanoculleus played key roles in methanogenesis of added H2, while the authors also 

noted the regulatory role of the available CO2/bicarbonate in the production of CH4 and/or 

volatile fatty acids. 
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In a recent work the microbial community changes were followed under various operational 

conditions starting from two distinct inocula, i.e., wastewater  sludge and plug-flow reactor 

operated with agricultural waste (Logroño et al., 2021). The study pointed out the 

importance of the history of the inoculum communities. In the waste water inoculated 

batch reactors the methanogenic genera Methanobacterium and Methanothrix 

predominated and upon H2 feeding the genus Methanobacterium took over. In the plug-

flow reactor, supplied with animal manure and ensilaged plant biomass, the initial 

abundance of genus Methanothrix diminished, and the methanogenic gap was filled in by 

members of the genera Methanobacterium and Methanoculleus. This study corroborated 

the previous observations (Barua and Dhar, 2017; Batstone et al., 2006) concerning the 

regulatory role of H2 concentration and CO2 depletion in the selection of hydrogenotrophic 

methanogens predominating the P2bioCH4 community. In a thorough in situ syngas 

bioconversion study running two up-flow anaerobic sludge blanket reactors in sequence at 

mesophilic temperature (Xu et al., 2020), observed the predominance of the genus 

Methanothrix (formerly Methanosaeta). The reactors were continuously fed with varying 

glucose loads. Methanothrix species apparently cannot carry out hydrogenotrophic 

methanogenesis, therefore their predominance under these conditions can be rationalized 

by the combined effects of glucose and CO-rich syngas addition via carboxydotrophic 

methanogenesis (Rafrafi et al., 2020). In addition, the recognized capability of 

Methanothrix species to carry out direct electron transfer to drive CO2 reduction could 

facilitate the Methanothrix predominance (Nobu et al., 2015; Rotaru et al., 2014). In a 

recent study, thermophilic biogas reactors were fed with H2, and after 18 hours and 36 days 

MTR analyses were carried out to unveil the involvement of the individual MAGs in the 

global microbiome functions (Zhu et al., 2020). Another study, which was the first that 

investigated biogas reactor metatranscriptome dynamics following hydrogen injection 

used a one week-difference (Fontana et al., 2018). No work was conducted that aimed to 

characterize the short-term response (i.e. few hours or maybe even minutes) of the 

methanogenic culture to H2 -addition. Since the intervals of the bursts of H2 resulting from 

the wind and/or solar power generators may be short, insights from such analyses may 
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prove valuable for the of P2bioCH4 technology. Moreover, since the high time-resolution 

metatranscriptomics of a complex microbial community has also not been conducted 

before, these results may offer general knowledge about the short-term changes as well. 

 

3. Aims 

In the first part of my doctoral work, I inspected a hypothesized scenario that a possible, 

more favorable alternative for the utilization of SRC willow could be to harvest the biomass 

while it is still in its ‘green’ form, termed as green willow biomass (GWB), i.e., less than 

one year old shrub. In order to exploit this possibility: 1.) I carried out a small-scale field 

trial to evaluate the biomass yields of both the stems and leaves of the GWB plants; 2.) 

assessed their substrate characteristics and specific methane yields (SMY) and highest 

methane production rates (µmax); 3.) assembled fermentations utilizing both the stems 

and leaves and examined the microbial community residing in these batch digesters via 16S 

amplicon sequencing, 4.) using the data from 1.) and 2.) I estimated the per hectare 

methane and exploitable energy potential, 5.) and finally compared these values to the 

woody biomass’s and maize silage’s corresponding data. 

In the second part of my doctoral work, I aimed to analyze the effect of H2 induced stress 

on the biogas-producing microbial community and in particular, the methanogenic 

Archaea. This experiment modelled a possible biological biogas upgrading scenario, the 

P2BioCH4, wherein a hydrogen is injected to an un-adapted microbial community. 
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4. Materials and methods  

4.1. A small plantation of SRCW  

An experimental plantation of Salix viminalis diploid Energo (EN) cultivar and its tetraploid 

PoliPlus (PP) forms (Dudits et al., 2016) was established in Szeged, Hungary. 100 cuttings 

of EN and PP cuttings were planted in February 2017, and in the following February, they 

were cut back to about 20 cm above ground. The plantation consisted of 20 rows, with 5 

plants in each row. The distance of the plants were 50 cm, resulting in a planting density 

of 20,000 plants per hectare. This plantation was harvested in equal numbers in three 

harvests during 2018: June, August and October; each time, one full row was harvested. 

An early harvest in May was used for biomass productivity estimation only. The collected 

biomass, termed green willow biomass (GWB), was used in the experiments. Immediately 

after each harvest, the leaves and stems were separated, weighed and sampled and cut into 

approx. 10 cm long pieces, and finally frozen and stored at -20 °C for subsequent use. 

Before use, the frozen pieces were minced into approx. 1 cm long pieces.  

4.2. Batch anaerobic digestions  

Triplicate batch digesters were assembled for each combination of substrates with a 

substrate-inoculum ratio (S/I) of 0.5, at reaction temperature set to 37 ◦C. Inoculum for 

the standard biochemical methane potential (BMP) tests came from the industrial CSTR 

biogas facility of Zöldforrás Ltd., (Szeged, Hungary), which was fed with a mixture of pig  

slurry and maize and sweet sorghum silage at 37 ◦C. The batch experiments were carried 

out in 160 mL glass reactors in triplicates. Substrate concentration, the amount of 

inoculum and diluting water were calculated according to VDI 4630 protocol (see Kakuk 

et al., 2017). The fermentation volume was 60 mL, leaving a headspace of 100 mL. The 

reactors were flushed with N2 to ensure anaerobic conditions and were sealed with butyl 

rubber stoppers and aluminum caps. Negative controls were included, in which only the 
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inoculum was used, to determine the endogenous methane production, which was 

subtracted from the net methane produced. BMP values were calculated by dividing the 

total methane yields with the input substrate’s volatile solid (VS)  content (mL CH4/g VS). 

The fermenters were not stirred but were shaken manually each day before the GC 

measurement. Experiments were carried out for 45 days, the gas volume and the content 

of methane were monitored every day during the first week, and then every second or third 

day thereafter, until the end of the experiment. The modified Gompertz equation (Tjørve 

and Tjørve, 2017) was fitted to the actual data by using in-house developed R scripts with 

the growth rates R package (Petzoldt, 2018). The estimated BMPs (K-value, mL CH4/g 

VS) and maximal production rates (µmax, mL CH4/g VS/day) were derived from the fitted 

models.  

4.3. Gas chromatography (GC) analysis  

The CH4 content was measured daily with Agilent 6890 N gas chromatograph (Agilent 

Technologies, Santa Clara, United States). The GC was equipped with HP Molesive 5 Å 

column (length 30 m, I.D. 0.53 megabore, film 25 µm) and thermal conductivity detector. 

The carrier gas was argon 5.0 (Linde Group Hungary, Budapest, Hungary) set at a flow 

rate of 16.8 mL/min. Split injection mode was applied (0.2:1), the injector temperature 

was 150◦C. After each sampling and measurement, the headspaces of the fermenters were 

flushed with nitrogen gas (Messer Group, Bad Soden, Germany) for 10 min.  

4.4. Total solid, volatile solid measurement  

To determine the dry matter content (total solid, TS), the plant materials were kept at 

105◦C until their weight became constant. The volatile solid (VS) content was determined 

by placing the dried residues in an incinerator at 550◦C for 2 h.  
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4.5. C/N ratio determination  

An Elementar Vario MAX CN (Elementar Group, Hanau, Germany) analyzer was used to 

determine the C/N ratio of the substrates. The temperature of the combustion and post 

combustion tube was set at 900◦C, the temperature of the reduction tube at 830◦C. After 

the samples were burnt in the combustion tube the water vapor was separated by a specific 

adsorption column containing Sicapent (Merck KgaA, Darmstadt, Germany). The 

components were detected with a thermal conductivity detector. Helium was the carrier 

and flushing gas (Messer Group, Bad Soden, Germany).  

4.6. Fiber analysis  

The fiber composition determination, including the Neutral Detergent Fiber (NDF, Acid 

Detergent Fiber (ADF) and Acid Detergent Lignin (ADL) of the biomass samples were 

carried out with a VELP Scientific FIWE 3 Fiber Analyzer (VELP Scientifica Srl, Usmate, 

Italy) according to the manufacturer’s guidelines using the Van Soest method (Goering 

and Van Soest, 1970). Hemicellulose was estimated as NDF-ADF, while cellulose as ADF-

ADL. Lignin content was estimated as the ADL fraction.  

4.7. 16S rRNS gene amplicon sequencing  

In order to determine the microbial compositions of the digesters, a 150 mg sample from 

two, randomly selected reactors from each group of triplicate reactors was collected for 

total-community genomic DNA (gDNA) purification on day 30. After collection, the 

samples were stored at −20◦C for further use. The extractions were performed with Quick-

DNA Fecal/Soil Microbe Kit (Zymo Research Corporation, Irvine, USA) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. DNA quantity was determined with Qubit 4.0 fluorimeter 

(Invitrogen, Waltham, USA) and DNA integrity was examined on 1% agarose gel. The V3-

V4 region of 16S rDNA was amplified by PCR according to the Illumina protocol (Illumina, 
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San Diego, USA). The following primer pairs containing overhanging sequences were 

applied as recommended by the Manufacturer.  

Forward Primer:  

5′-TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGCCTACGGGNGGCWGCAG-3′,  

Reverse Primer:  

5′-TCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGGACTACHVGGGTATCTAATCC-3′.  

A PCR reaction mixture (25 µL) containing 12.5 ng genomic DNA, 2x KAPA HiFi 

HotStart Ready Mix, 0.2 µM of each primer. The PCR reaction parameters were the 

following: initialization at 95◦C for 3 min, followed by 25 cycles of denaturation, annealing 

and extension at 95◦C, 65◦C and 72◦C for 30–30 s, respectively. Final elongation was 

performed at 72◦C for 5 min. The libraries obtained were purified and then sequenced on 

an Illumina MiSeq platform. Illumina MiSeq® Reagent Kit v3 (2x300 bp) was used for the 

sequencing.  

4.8. Bioinformatics methods for metataxonomic analysis 

The read count data were treated according to the DADA2 pipeline (Callahan et al., 2016), 

which implements ASV (absolute sequence variant) identification that has a number of 

advantages over I-based (operational taxonomy unit) methods (Callahan et al., 2017). 

Read trimming and quality filtering was done with the DADA2′s filterAndTrim function 

[parameters: truncLen = c(240,220), maxN = 0, maxEE = c (2,2), truncQ = 2, rm.phix = T, 

ctrimLeft = c(50, 55)], subsequently, learnErrors, derepFastq, dada and 

removeBimeraDenovo functions were used with default arguments. assignTaxonomy and 

addSpecies functions was used with SILVA-db, version 132, to annotate the reads (Quast 

et al., 2013).  

The resulting sample/read count matrix was normalized via DESeq2’s (Love et al., 2014) 

log-ratio transformation and subsequently the differentially abundant taxa between the 
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harvests and their log2 fold changes (log2FC) were assessed with the standard workflow  

(test = “Wald”, fitType = “parametric), which uses the Wald test on fitted Negative Binomial 

GLMs (generalized linear models). This approach was shown to be an appropriate method 

for the gene abundance analysis of metagenomic samples (Jonsson et al., 2016). The 

significance threshold was set to p-value ≤ 0.05. Principial Component Analysis (PCA) was 

also carried out and for that the count matrix was transformed with DESeq’s regularized 

log (rlog) transformation, which according to the package vignette’s guidelines, has a 

variance stabilizing effect as this is more suitable for unsupervised clustering approaches 

(DESeq2 manual). The PCA results were visualized with the factoextra package 

(Kassambara et al., 2017). 

4.9. Energy potential and methane potential calculations  

To estimate the total VS yield of the plantation (t/ha), the VS yields of the measured plants 

were added up and normalized to the average planting density that was used (20,000 

plant/ha). To estimate the average energy potentials via biogasification (MJ/plant), as the 

theoretical amount of energy that can be extracted from the plant biomass via AD, first the 

wet stem and leaf biomass values were multiplied with their respective VS % values and 

VS specific CH4 yields to get the individual plant’s CH4 potential (CH4/plant). Then the 

energy potential (MJ/plant) of the plants was estimated by multiplying this with the energy 

content (55.6 MJ/kg) and density (0.657 g/m3, 

https://encyclopedia.airliquide.com/methane?GasID=41) of CH4. To estimate the plantation’s 

overall methane potential (CH4 potential, ~ m3/plantation) and energy potential (GJ/ha), 

the plant’s CH4 potential and energy potential were normalized to the planting density, 

respectively. In the case of WWB, the theoretical energy potential via combustion values 

were estimated by multiplying the combustion calorific values (CCVs) (measured with a 

calorimeter, see above) with the biomass yields (in terms of VS).  

https://encyclopedia.airliquide.com/methane%3fGasID%3d41
https://encyclopedia.airliquide.com/methane%3fGasID%3d41
https://encyclopedia.airliquide.com/methane%3fGasID%3d41
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4.10. Continuously stirred tank reactors (CSTRs) 

The anaerobic digestions were carried out in continuously stirred tank reactors (Kovács et 

al., 2013) with a fermentation volume of 5,000 mL and a headspace of 2,000 mL. The 

apparatus can be fed continuously or intermittently via a piston type delivery system, the 

fermentation effluent is removed through an air-tight overflow. The reactors are stirred 

with a spiral strip mixing device. Heated jacket surrounds the cylindrical stainless steel 

body, electrodes for the measurement of pH and redox potential are inserted through the 

reactor wall, in sealed sockets. The device can be drained at the bottom. The evolved gas 

leaves the reactor through the top plate, where ports for gas sampling and the delivery of 

liquids by means of syringes through silicone rubber septa are also installed. Gas volumes 

are measured with thermal mass flow devices (DMFC SLA5860S, Brooks). A fresh sample 

from an industrial scale mesophilic biogas plant, fed with pig slurry and maize silage mix 

(Zöldforrás Biogas Plant, Szeged, Hungary) was used as an inoculum, i.e., the microbial 

community adopted to heterogeneous substrate degradation. The reactors were flushed 

with N2 to ensure anaerobic conditions and were closed airtight. Feeding regimes of the 

digesters were fed twice a day with synthetic medium in which only alpha-cellulose was 

added as a carbon source at a loading rate of 1 g oDM/L/day. The reactors were operated 

under mesophilic conditions, at 37 °C 

4.11. Determination of fermentation parameters 

Organic dry matter (ODM): The dry matter content was determined by drying the 

biomass at 105 °C overnight and weighing the residue. Further, heating of this residue at 

550 °C provided the organic total solids content. 

NH4+–N: For the determination of NH4+–N content, the Spectroquant Ammonium test 

(1.00683.0001 test, Merck, Kenilworth, N.J, USA) was used in a Nova 60 

spectrophotometer according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
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VOA/TIC (Volatile organic acids/Total inorganic carbon): 5 g of each AD samples were 

taken for analysis and diluted appropriately with distilled water. The subsequent 

measurement was carried out with a Pronova FOS/TAC 2000 Version 812-09.2008 

automatic titrator (Pronova, Germany). 

4.12. Sampling and H2-injection 

The first set of samples were taken when the reactor operation was stabilized under N2 in 

the headspace, the daily biogas production, CH4 content and total organic acid/buffer 

capacity ratio were constant. 2 mL of reactor content was withdrawn and total RNA for 

transcriptome analysis (sample names: N2-MTR) and DNA for metagenome analysis 

(sample names: N2-MG) were isolated immediately after sampling. Then, the digesters 

were flushed with pure H2 gas for 10 min on day 15 and 71.  H2 was injected directly from 

a pure H2 gas cylinder through custom made nozzles (10 pieces) having 0.2 mm holes. The 

applied gas pressure was 2 bar, the gas purity was 99.999%. Two hours after flushing the 

reactors with H2 samples were also taken for RNA (sample names: H2-MTR) and DNA 

(sample names: H2-MG) isolation. The headspace was then replaced with N2 and the 

reactors were run under the same conditions as before. After 2 months the whole H2 

treatment procedure was repeated in order to test the reproducibility of the set-up. At the 

sampling time points two biological parallels were withdrawn. 

4.13. DNA isolation 

DNA extractions were carried out from 2 mL reactor liquid using a slightly modified 

version of the Zymo Research Fecal DNA kit (D6010, Zymo Research, Irvine, USA). The 

lysis mixture contained 100 µL of 10% CTAB (cetyltrimethylammonium bromide) to 

improve the efficiency (Wirth et al., 2015). After lysis (bead beating was performed by 

Vortex Genie 2, bead size: 0.1 mm; beating time: 15 min, beating speed: max) and 

subsequently the Zymo Research kit protocol was followed. The quantity of DNA was 
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determined in a NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies, 

Wilmington, DE, United States) and a Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Life Technologies, 

Carlsbad, CA, United States). DNA purity was tested by agarose gel electrophoresis and 

on an Agilent 2200 TapeStation instrument (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, 

United States). 

4.14. RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis 

For RNA isolation 2 mL of reactor liquid samples were used. The samples were centrifuged 

at 12,000 rpm for 10 min. RNA extractions were carried out with the Zymo Research 

Soil/Fecal RNA kit (R2040, Zymo Research, Irvine, CA, United States). After lysis (bead 

beating), the Zymo Research kit protocol was followed. The DNA contamination was 

removed by Thermo Scientific RapidOut™ DNA removal kit (K2981, Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Waltham, MA, United States). Ribosomal RNA was depleted using the Ribo-

Zero™ rRNA Removal Kit for Bacteria (Illumina, Madison, USA) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. The rRNA depleted samples were purified via the RNA Clean 

and Concentrator Columns from Zymo Research (Irvine, USA). During this step, an 

additional in-column DNase I treatment was included to ensure complete removal of 

DNA. Subsequently, synthesis of double-stranded cDNA was conducted using the Maxima 

H Minus Double-Stranded cDNA Synthesis Kit from ThermoScientific (Waltham, USA). 

In the first strand cDNA synthesis reaction, 2 μL of random hexamer primer were used. 

Final purification of the blunt-end double-stranded cDNA was carried out using SureClean 

Plus solution from Bioline (Luckenwalde, Germany). The quality of the RNA preparation 

was checked by agarose gel electrophoresis (data not shown). 

4.15. Total community DNA and cDNA sequencing 

The cDNA was sequenced in the same way as the total DNA. Paired-end libraries were 

prepared for the metagenome and metatranscriptome samples using the NEBNext® Ultra™ 
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II DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (Cat.Num.: E7645L). Paired-end fragment reads 

were generated on an Illumina NextSeq sequencer using TG NextSeq® 500/550 High 

Output Kit v2 (300 cycles).  

4.16. Bioinformatic methods for metagenome and 

metatranscriptome analyses 

Quality filtering and trimming of the raw reads were carried out with FastQC (Andrews et 

al., 2010); metagenomic co-assembly from the filtered reads with MegaHIT (D. Li et al., 

2016), ORF prediction on the assembled contigs with Prodigal (Hyatt et al., 2010) within 

the SqueezeMeta workflow (Tamames and Puente-Sánchez, 2019). The functional 

annotation of the predicted ORFs was carried out with EggNOGmapper (Huerta-Cepas 

et al., 2017) and for the KEGG KO annotation the EggNOG database (v. 5) was used 

(Huerta-Cepas et al., 2019). Binning of the contigs was carried out with four different 

binning algorithms: MetaBAT (Kang et al., 2015), MaxBin2 (Wu et al., 2016), Concoct 

(Alneberg et al., 2014) and Binsanity (Graham et al., 2017). The result of each binning 

procedure was further improved with DAS tool (Sieber et al., 2018). Bin qualities 

(completeness and redundancy) were estimated with CheckM (Parks et al., 2015), based 

on the presence/absence and number of single-copy marker genes. The  taxonomy of the 

bins was determined using the Genome Taxonomy database (GTDB)  using GTDB-Tk 

(Chaumeil et al., 2020). A phylogenomic tree from the protein genomes of the MAGs were 

built with the phylophlan3 program (Asnicar et al., 2020): phylophlan –diversity high –fast 

-f phylophlan_configs/supermatrix_aa.cfg -t a –min_num_markers 75. The assembly, 

annotation, binning and phylogenomic results were imported into and subsequently 

visualized with the Anvi’o platform (Eren et al., 2015). The results were compared with 

the Bio-Gas Microbiome database (Supplementary Table S2). 

The filtered reads from each sample were mapped back onto each bins with bowtie2 

(Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) and FeatureCounts (Liao et al., 2019) was used to 

calculate the gene count table by using the ORF predictions of the bins. Since we were 
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primarily interested in pathway analysis, genes that could be annotated with a KEGG 

Orthology (KO) were kept (Kanehisa et al., 2016).  

The downstream data analysis was carried out within the R environment (R Core Team, 

2019), with in-house developed scripts, relying heavily on the packages of the tidyverse 

(Wickham et al., 2019). First, the log2 fold changes  (log2FC) between the control (N2) 

and treated (H2) samples were assessed using the DESeq2 package (Love et al., 2014). 

This was proven to be an appropriate method to infer differences between metagenomic 

and metatranscriptomic gene counts (Jonsson et al., 2016). The following parameters were 

set: test="Wald", fitType="parametric", filterFun = “ihw”. For the assessment of 

significance, the Benjamini-Hochberg-adjusted p-values were used (termed ‘padj’), with 

a threshold of 0.05. 

I assessed the differentially expressed KOs and pathways at two levels: First, counts of 

genes with the same KO annotation were grouped together and summed in each sample. 

Differentially expressed KOs between the two MTR samples were then determined with 

DESeq2 as described above. The resulting DE KO list was the input for Clusterprofiler R 

package to detect differentially expressed pathways (Yu et al., 2012). Then counts of genes 

with the same KO annotation were grouped together in each sample and in each bin, since 

our main focus was to assess the pathways, which changed in the individual genome bins. 

Genes that did not belong to any bin were grouped together as unbinned. Differentially 

expressed KOs of every bin between the two MTR samples were then determined with 

DESeq2, based on log2FC and p-values. This bin-KEGGKO-sample table was also rlog-

transformed (regularized logarithm transformation) with the rlog function of the DESeq2 

package and results were subjected to a Principial Component Analysis (PCA) using the 

FactoMineR package (Lê et al., 2008). 
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4.17. Availability of data and material  

All the R scripts that were used to analyze the data are available upon request.  

Raw read sequences for the 16S metataxonomic analyses of the batch reactors fed with 

GWB (.fastq files) are available on NCBI-SRA under the following BioProject id: 

PRJNA701827 (https://www.ncbi. nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJNA701827).  

Raw read sequences for the WGS (N2_MG and H2_MG) and for the RNA-Seq data 

(N2_MTR and H2_MTR) (.fastq files) are available on NCBI-SRA under the following 

BioProject ID: PRJNA698464 (https://www.ncbi. 

nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJNA698464). 

 

  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJNA701827
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJNA701827
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJNA701827
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJNA701827
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJNA701827
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJNA701827
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5. Results 

5.1. Characterization of GWB as a biogas substrate 

The main goal of the first series of experiments was to compare the GWB substrate from 

the two different genotypes (EN and PP) harvested in three occasions, to the WWB 

substrate and to maize silage in terms of bioenergy potential. This is the net energy that 

can be extracted via biogasification from a unit area of plantation. These values can be 

estimated from the biomass yields and substrate specific methane yields (K), thus these 

parameters were measured as the first step. I tested both the leaves and stems, separately 

and simultaneously as well, using a leaf to stem ratio, in terms of VS, that was the same as 

the plants themselves showed. As reference, I also measured the characteristics of the 

woody willow biomass (WWB) on one- and two- years old woody stems harvested in 

wintertime. I measured chemical parameters affecting the efficiency of the substrate’s 

anaerobic digestion (fiber composition), parameters that describe methane production 

rates (µmax), and microbial compositions that elucidate the process’s microbiological 

background as well. Furthermore, I investigated the correlations between these 

parameters.  

 

5.1.1. Dependence of the fermentation efficiency parameters on willow genotypes, 

harvest time and chemical composition of leaf and stem biomass  

I harvested the small plantation of Salix viminalis Energo (EN) and PoliPlus (PP) consisting 

of 100 plants in equal numbers in three harvests during 2018 June, August and October. I 

The separated the leaves and stems and measured the biomass yields. Samples were taken 

and then the substrate characteristics (fiber composition, dry matter content, organic 

content) were assessed.   
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In my first series of experiments, I assembled batch anaerobic digesters from the diploid 

and tetraploid genotypes of GWB (and the WWB samples harvested in wintertime) and 

measured the methane yields via GC on a daily basis (later, after 20 days, the time between 

measurements were increased to 2-5 days). Subsequently I fitted the modified Gompertz 

model to the measured data. This growth model is commonly used in the scientific 

literature related to biogas production modelling to infer the properties of the dynamics of 

the biogas (or biomethane) formation, as it fits to the experimental values well (Zhao et 

al., 2017). From this model the K values, i.e. the maximal methane yields (mL CH4/g VS), 

and the µmax values, i.e. the highest methane production rates (mL CH4/day/g VS) can 

be estimated. These parameters describe the substrate’s behavior in the bioreactors; and 

since both the speed of the methane production and the overall methane yields are 

important, especially from an industrial-scale fermentation point of view, they are of key 

importance. The results of the measurements are presented in Table 1.  

The K-values of GWB leaves were on average 12% and 14% higher compared to GWB 

stems and to WWB (mean K-value = 232.5, 207.6 and 203.5 mL CH4/g VS), respectively, 

but the difference was not statistically significant (p-value = 0.16).  Leaves from both 

genotypes and stems from PP plants harvested in June served as superior CH4 sources 

relative to the woody tissues, based on K-values. These differences were reduced in later 

vegetation phases, and then diminished in the samples collected in October. In contrast, 

the maximal CH4 yield from the tetraploid stems harvested in this month was higher (194.3 

mL CH4/g VS) than that of the diploid stems (148.7 mL CH4/g VS). Previously it was 

shown that the tetraploid plants developed thicker stems and thicker bark region and also 

wood formation between the primary and secondary xylem rings increased significantly 

(Dudits et al., 2016).  

The µmax values showed significant difference between the GWB stems, leaves and WWB. 

Leaves showed generally faster CH4 production rates (mean µmax = 17.5, 8.6 and 7.7 mL 

CH4/day/g VS for GWB stems, leaves and WWB, respectively), which was 93% higher 

than GWB stems and 117% higher than WWB, on average (p-value < 0.0001). It is not 
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very surprising that green leaves are decomposed faster than stems, rather these results 

highlight the overall faster decomposition rate of GWB compared to WWB.   

  

Table 1. Fermentation and substrate parameters of the Energo (EN) and PoliPlus (PP) willow 

samples: green stems and leaves of each harvest in case of GWB; one- and two- years-old woody 

stems in case of WWB. Lignin, hemicellulose, cellulose and solubles content were measured 

according to the Van Soest method and are expressed as % dry mass. C/N ratio equals the measure 

of the substrates’ total C content (% dry mass) divided by its total N content (% dry mass). K and 

µmax values mean the maximal CH4 yields (mL CH4/g VS) and highest CH4 production rates (mL 

CH4/day/g VS), derived from the modified Gompertz model, which was fitted to the CH4 

production data of each batch fermentation. The fermentations were carried out in triplicates, 

while the chemical analyses in duplicates. The mean standard deviation for each parameter is 

Harvest Genotype Plant Organ K µmax Lignin 

(ADL) 

Hemicellulose 

(NDF-ADF) 

Cellulose 

(ADF-

ADL) 

Solubles C/N 

ratio 

JUNE  EN  GWB  Stem   199.1   10.8   11.7*   15.8   32.5   40.1*   47.1  

JUNE  PP  GWB  Stem   251.8*   11.2   8.9   14.9   40.2   36.0   43.2  

JUNE  EN  GWB  Leaf   336.2   25.9   5.7   9.6   23.0   61.7   12.6  

JUNE  PP  GWB  Leaf   334.9   24.8   7.3*   9.0   20.4   63.3   15.2  

AUG  EN  GWB  Stem   221.7   8.6   21.6   13.2   38.6   26.7   57.2  

AUG  PP  GWB  Stem   217.8   8.3   21.8   14.6*   38.5   25.1   54.0  

AUG  EN  GWB  Leaf   186.6   14.1   12.8   12.5   21.6   53.1   21.5  

AUG  PP  GWB  Leaf   199.8*   12.6   12.3   11.8   25.8   50.1   19.9  

OCT  EN  GWB  Stem   148.7   5.4   27.6*   15.3*   32.4   24.8   70.0  

OCT  PP  GWB  Stem   194.3   7.7*   23.1   13.5   34.6   28.8*   60.7  

OCT  EN  GWB  Leaf   206.3*   14.7*   14.5   12.0   27.3   46.2   21.9  

OCT  PP  GWB  Leaf   190.0   13.1   15.5   12.0   27.6   45.0   21.1  

1-yo  EN  WWB  Stem   211.9   7.3   23.8   10.5   41.9   23.9   70.6  

1-yo  PP  WWB  Stem   206.8   8.0   26.2   12.1   34.9   26.7   70.1  

2-yo  EN  WWB  Stem   194.9   6.9   28.1   9.9   37.4   24.5   77.7  

2-yo 

   

PP WWB  Stem   195.4   7.4   28.1   10.1   35.9   25.9   86.4  

Mean standard 

deviation  

  11.91  0.79  0.65   0.44   1.48   1.04   2.31   
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indicated in the bottom row. In each bracketed sample group [according to harvest and plant part 

(Stem or Leaf)], an ANOVA was carried out to infer the difference between the mean values of EN 

and PP. A star (*) indicates if the mean value of a genotype was significantly higher than the mean 

of the other genotype in a respective comparison, under a p-value threshold of 0.05. 

 

I carried out several statistical tests to assess the impact of the two factors in this first 

experimental arrangement, i.e. the harvesting time (‘Harvest’ factor: June, Aug, Oct) and 

genotype (‘Genotype’ factor: diploid EN and tetraploid PP) on the response variables, i.e. 

the K and µmax values. The tests were carried out separately for the stems and leaves. 

On the one hand the effect of the Harvest and Genotype factors on the response variables 

were assessed simultaneously with a two-way ANOVA. Regarding the K-values of the 

GWB stems, the respective p-values of the two-way ANOVAs were < 0.0001 and 0.00058, 

which means that the effect of both Harvest and Genotype variables on the K-values were 

significant. PP stems harvested in June or in October performed better than Energo plants. 

Considering µmax values, only the harvest time proved to be a significant factor (p-values 

< 0.0001 and = 0.0122), here no difference was found between EN and PP.  

On the other hand, one-way ANOVA was used to compare the leaves and stems of the two 

genotypes separately within each harvest and separately for the two model parameters to 

find out which genotype is better in the harvests.  

Regarding stems the June harvest showed the overall best fermentation parameters (K = 

199.08 and 251.80 mL CH4/g VS; µmax = 11.22 and 10.75 mL CH4/day/g VS, for EN and 

PP, respectively), the October harvest’s values were considerably lower, with the August 

samples somewhere in between.  

In the June harvest PP showed higher K-values than EN (21% increase, p-value = 0.0079), 

which was in the range of the August samples. These stems were firm, the PP especially, 

their AD was very efficient: the µmax values were almost in the range of the leaves. In the 

October samples, PP stems again showed a better performance: 28% higher K- (p-value = 
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0.0014) and 32% higher µmax (p- value = 0.0017) values.  In the August samples no 

significant differences were found between PP and EN stems. 

As far as the leaves were concerned, the best values were also obtained from the June 

harvest, and although in this case there was no difference between EN and PP, the results 

were remarkably high (mean K = 335.5 mL CH4/g VS and µmax = 25.4 mL CH4/day/g 

VS). These were significantly higher than the other harvest’s results (p-values < 0.0001). 

In the June and Oct samples PP showed a slightly higher K-value (p-value = 0.089) than 

EN; and there was a slight difference in the case of the leaves’ µmax values from October: 

here EN showed a slight increase in degradation rate (12%). These were the only 

differences found within harvests, generally only minor variations were observed in these 

aspects. 

Overall, in accordance what was previously hypothesized, it can be argued that the leaf 

biomass degrades rapidly and yields more methane than either green or woody stems. 

Moreover, I found that the plant genotype has a significant impact on both fermentation 

parameters, although to a different extent that depends on the harvesting time.  

In order to uncover the reasons, i.e., the molecular backgrounds for the different 

fermentation efficiencies of the biomass variants, I also characterized their substrate 

parameters (i.e. fiber and chemical composition). The resulting values are shown in Table 

1. The differences between the two genotypes were examined with a (one-way) ANOVA 

for each parameter independently and the results were subjected to a Tukey’s post-hoc 

test. I also calculated the Pearson correlation values (Pearson’s r) between the 

fermentation parameters and the substrate components to find out possible causes for the 

differences. These correlations are presented in Figure 1B. According to these estimations, 

both fermentation parameters correlated with the “soluble” content in a positive way: 

strongly in the case of µmax (r = 0.92, p-value = 0.0002) and moderately in the case of K 

(r = 0.54, p-value = 0.0006). As this component contains the plant cell’s cytoplasm 

contents, extra- and intracellular oligosaccharides, and proteins as well, the hydrolyzing 

bacteria can carry out the anaerobic degradation of the solubles component with the 
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smallest difficulty. In the earlier phases of the fermentation, the higher Solubles content 

leads to a more rapid biogas production, while the breakdown of the resilient lignocellulose 

components generally proceeds relatively slowly. The leaves performed considerably better 

in the batch tests, likely as a consequence of their high concentration of soluble content 

and low concentration of lignin.  

 

(Please see Figure explanation on the next page) 
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Figure 1.  A): Principal Component Analysis (PCA) biplot of the samples (individuals, filled 

circles) based on their measured parameters (variables, unfilled circles). This chart shows the 

overall similarities and differences between the GWB (leaves and stems) and WWB samples, 

according to their chemical compositions and fermentation parameters. The samples are colored 

according to the harvest time and to the part of the plant in case of GWB, as shown in the right 

side of the figure. The X- and Y-axes represent the first and second principal components, 

respectively. Contribution means the percentage of the variables to the principal components, i.e. 

how important a given variable is in determining the principal components. PC1 and PC2 describes 

67.8% and 16.7% of the overall variability in the data, thus distances in the X-axis are more 

expressive than in the Y-axis. B): Pearson correlation (r) of the fermentation parameters with the 

substrate parameters. Filled circles represent ‘significant’ correlations (p-value ≤ 0.05). The filling 

colors of the circles show the scale of the correlations (scale indicated on the right).   

 

I also found that GWB and WWB differed regarding fiber and C/N ratios as well: GWB 

showed a lower C/N ratio for leaves (average = 15.6), and for stems (average = 19.7), than 

in WWB (average = 48.1). The values of GWB are closer to the optimal range (Wirth et 

al., 2018). C/N ratio negatively correlated with µmax and K in a strong (r = −0.80; p-value 

= 0.00001) and a moderate (r = -0.42, p- value = 0.028) way, respectively (Figure 1B.). 

However, most of the substrates had a higher-than-optimal values regarding C/N as the 

C/N = 20–30/1 range has been found the most appropriate for biogas reactors (Böjti et 

al., 2017). This can be translated to the following: as the C/N value gets closer to the 

optimal range, µmax values tend to be higher, especially in the case of leaves.  

Herrmann et al. thoroughly measured several chemical parameters of many crop silages, 

but in their results C/N ratio did not show a strong correlation with BMP (Herrmann et 

al., 2016). This is likely because all these measured substrates were practically in the 

optimal range. The authors argued that the most important contributor to the AD was acid 

detergent lignin (ADL), besides acid detergent fiber (ADF), neutral detergent fiber 

(NDF) and some silage parameters, e.g. butyric acid and alcohols. In their analyses ADL 

showed a strong negative correlation with K (−0.73), which, according to the results of 
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my experiments was somewhat less evident, but still significant (r = −0.60, p-value = 

0.0006). Lower lignin concentrations were found in leaves (mean = 9.6), and in GWB 

stems (mean = 18.2) than in WWB (mean = 27.8) (Table 1.). The anaerobic 

biodegradation of lignin proceeds slowly, if all (Nurk et al., 2016), thus pretreating the 

substrate to decompose lignin is beneficial for the subsequent biogas production from 

lignocellulosic biomasses, e.g. wheat straw (Rouches et al., 2016b), corn stover (Schroyen 

et al., 2014) and willow  (Alexandropoulou et al., 2017; Jurado et al., 2013). Reviewed by 

(Patinvoh et al., 2017; Rouches et al., 2016a; Shah et al., 2015). Henceforth I anticipated 

that higher lignin content will result in less efficient methane production. Indeed, in the 

present experiments, the slope of the methane production curve was even more affected 

by the ADL content than the final yields: a strong negative correlation between the µmax 

values and ADL content was found (r = −0.82). This is also supported by the very weak 

correlation between hemicellulose and K-values, and the practically missing correlation 

between cellulose and K-values. Perhaps this is the reason why cellulose showed a negative 

correlation (r = −0.75) with µmax, i.e. it degraded during the AD, albeit slower. Rendering 

the cellulose structure less crystalline-like, is the aim of many other pretreatment processes 

(Tsapekos et al., 2018). The negative correlation between µmax and cellulose content 

supports that its rigid structure hinders its decomposition. Most of the cellulose breaks 

down eventually during the residence time in the AD reactor, hence there is practically no 

negative correlation between its amount, and the overall CH4 yield. Hemicellulose was not 

correlated with the fermentation parameters, usually this substrate is not the bottleneck of 

the hydrolysis process.  

 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used to highlight similarities and differences 

between biomass samples on the basis of their chemical compositions and fermentation 

parameters. The ‘individuals’ on the biplot (Figure 1B.) are colored according to the 

harvesting time. The 1- and 2-years-old woody samples (light and deep blue filled circles, 

respectively) form a distinct group, which is the farthest from the other leaves and stems 

grouped in between them.  
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5.1.2. Leaf to stem ratios and methane production in mixed fermentation  

In the second set of experiments, I carried out mixed batch fermentations. In these 

digesters both the leaves (L) and stems (S) were used, and their ratio was adjusted to the 

L/S ratios of the original plants. The reason for this type of arrangement was that it better 

represents the scenario, in which the whole plantation of GWB gets harvested for 

utilization in an industrial biogas digester. The plants had different leaf-to-stem ratios and 

we suspected that this would influence the K-value and/or the µmax values. Figure 2. shows 

the results and the correlation between the L/S ratios and the two fermentation 

parameters. In the case of June samples, L/S ratios were higher than 1, which means that 

in these harvests, leaves contributed to more than half of the total biomass. These values 

are advantageous for biogas production (see also Table 1) since leaves are readily digestible 

substrates.  

Harvest Genotype L/S (oTS) µmax K 

AUG EN 0.430 7.43 199.4 

AUG PP 0.447 8.33 210.3 

JUNE EN 1.170 12.63 174.0 

JUNE PP 1.220 14.02 199.5 

OCT EN 0.340 7.85 167.2 

OCT PP 0.363 8.22 147.5 

Table 2.) Average L/S (on an oTS basis), µmax and K values of the mixed fermentations, 

according to each harvest and plant genotype. In the mixed fermentations the ratios of leaves and 

stems were put into the fermenters in the same as they were in the original plants L/S ratios. 

 

This observation was supported by the strong positive correlation of µmax with the L/S 

values (Pearson’s rho = 0.84), however K-values hardly showed any correlation (r = 0.20). 

The results indicated that the fermentation rate was higher in the samples where there was 

more leaf biomass, but apparently the overall CH4 yield depended primarily on other 

factors.  It is important to note that industrial biogas plants can make substantial advantage 
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of the utilization of faster degrading feedstocks because in this case the specific daily biogas 

yields increase.  

 

 

Figure 2.) Correlation of the Leaf/Stem (L/S) ratios (on a VS basis) of EN and PP willow 

genotypes with the average methane potentials (K) and highest production rates (µmax) 

derived from the modified Gompertz models of their respective mixed fermentations.  

 

In the mixed fermentations there was no significant difference between the two genotypes, 

although the tetraploid (PP) biomass harvested in June and August decomposed more 

efficiently as compared with the diploid plants. Both µmax and K values in the October 

samples were significantly lower than that of the June and August samples. Even though 

the remarkably high K values of the June samples observed in the monofermentations did 

not occur here, the µmax values were still significantly higher than the other samples’ 

(Figure 2. and Table 2.). It is noteworthy, that Dudits et al (Dudits et al., 2016) found 

higher L/S ratios in the tetraploid PP green willow plants relative to the diploid ones. The 

results suggest that the PP GWB may be somewhat better AD substrate than the parent 

diploid cultivar.  
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Correlations between the chemical parameters of the substrate and the methane yields (K) 

and production rates (µmax) indicated that low lignin and high soluble contents are the 

most important factors in high and rapid biomethane yields. These are characteristics of 

the leaves and the stems from the June harvest and therefore could serve as superior CH4 

sources than the woody tissues. Stems of the PP clones showed higher overall CH4 yields 

in the June and October harvests, and faster degradation rates in October samples. Higher 

leaf-to-stem (L/S) ratios were shown to be positively correlated with µmax values, 

suggesting that PP plants harvested in June and both PP and EN plants from August 

harvests are the best substrates for biogas fermentation. This can be especially relevant to 

continuous industrial AD, as these systems take particular advantage of the rate of 

substrate degradation.  

5.1.3. Microbial taxonomic composition analysis of the digesters 

The degradation of plant biomass in anaerobic digesters is carried out by a wide variety of 

microbes, including Clostridia, Bacteroides and others (Kougias et al., 2018; Wirth et al., 

2012). Microbial community analyses can help to better understand these processes and 

to highlight the most important taxa in the degradation of a specific biomass. In order to 

carry out such an analysis, that is to identify differences between the genotypes and harvest 

groups, the microbial compositions of the co-fermentations were examined via 16S rRNA 

gene-based metagenomics. This was carried out by PCR-amplifying and subsequent 

sequencing of the V3-V4 hypervariable region of the prokaryote 16S rRNA marker gene 

from a sample of the total community DNA. The resulting reads were subjected to 

DADA2’s ASV-based workflow, which was shown to have benefits over OTU-based 

methods (Callahan et al., 2017). These advantages urge ASV methods to be used in biogas 

related community analyses in future studies – to this we aim to contribute to here as well.  

From sequencing results, the read counts of the ASVs in the samples were rlog-normalized 

and a PCA analysis was carried out (see Materials and Methods chapter for details). The 

results of the PCA demonstrated a clear pattern in the taxonomic composition of the 

samples (Figure 3.): the microbial communities from each harvest had visibly clustered 
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together. Although the two PC axes combined represent 55% of the variance of the samples 

only, no obvious difference or trend between the two plant genotypes could be seen. The 

similarity of substrate characteristics in each harvest may explain this observation. The 

clustering of microbial community compositions from June to October was similar, the 

trend reflected the substrate and fermentation parameters, i.e. that the clustering occurred 

primarily on harvesting time and the August samples showed a transition between the June 

and the October samples (Figure 3.).  

 

Figure. 3.) Principal Component Analysis presents the established microbial communities at the 

end of the experiments, according to various harvests (filling colors) and genotypes (labels). The 

filled circles represent the individual samples, with replicate reactors labeled with numbers.  

 

I investigated the microbial compositions at a higher taxonomic level and found that the 

order Clostridiales was predominant in the samples: their average relative abundance was 
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80.4% ± 1.0% in the case of August; 80.1% ± 0.3% in October; and 80.8% ± 0.6% in 

May harvests.  

Although this trend was described in other studies as well (Güllert et al., 2016), the 

practical absence of Bacteroides in my samples is unusual. One likely explanation for this 

observation is that since in this work I carried out an end-point microbial community 

analysis, the scarcity of metabolic resources and the decreasing pH at the end of the batch 

fermentation process was better tolerated by Clostridiales than Bacteroides. Bacteroides 

were present in the initial inoculum but they were gradually outcompeted by Clostridia, in 

a way that is not dissimilar to what happens when temperature is increased in the 

fermenters (Vanwonterghem et al., 2015). 

Two of the most abundant ASVs could be considered as major hydrolytic players in the 

consortium: Clostridium butyricum (ASV_8) and Herbinix luporum (ASV_5). The mean 

relative abundance of the former (ASV_8) was 3.08% ± 0.15%, this population probably 

contributed to the deconstruction of hemicellulose. It was shown (Jia et al., 2018) that C. 

butyricum expressed numerous key enzymes involved in pentose phosphate pathway, 

which converts xylose to hexose to direct it to glycolysis. The latter (ASV_5) is a cellulose-

degrading microbe from the Lachnospiraceae family. In my experimental setup, H. 

luporum [first isolated from a thermophilic biogas reactor (Koeck et al., 2016)] showed a 

relatively high mean abundance of 4.16% ± 0.37%. Other predominant ASVs included 

ASV_1_Unknown_Clostridium_sensu_stricto_1, and 

ASV_2_Unknown_Clostridium_sensu_stricto_1, in average they represented 12.89% ± 

0.27% and 9.85% ± 0.28% of the total community, respectively, all from the genus 

Clostridiaceae. Jia et al. has observed that transcriptionally very active microbes (Jia et al., 

2018) could contribute to as much as 60–70% of the total community abundance. It is 

reasonable to assume that a similar phenomenon occurred in the present system as well.  

As the PCA results on the overall taxonomic composition showed that samples have 

clustered together in accordance with the harvesting time and effects that could be 

contributed to genotype were insignificant, I carried out a differential abundance analysis 
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with the DESEq2 workflow on the ASVs as a factor or harvest groups (Figure 4.). This was 

to reduce the number of comparisons, which increases the statistical power of the tests. 

These results showed a similar pattern that was observed in the PCA results, that is the 

highest number of statistically significantly different populations (DPs) were in the June-

October comparison (23), while the August-October comparison yielded the lowest (5), 

with the August-June comparison in between (13).  
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Figure 4.) The log2 Fold Change (Y-axis) of significantly different ASVs between each harvest. 

Positive values indicate the that the given ASV was signifantly more abundant in the first sample 

of the comparison (e.g. June in the June_Aug comparison). The ASVs are grouped by taxonomic 

Family (X-axis). The three panels show the three comparisons between the harvests. 

 

5.1.4. The advantages of using green willow biomass in comparison to other biogas 

feedstocks  

Biomass yields per unit area (e.g. hectare) must be taken into consideration for an 

appropriate evaluation of the bioenergy potential of a novel biomass as a feedstock for large 

scale AD (Gissén et al., 2014). In order to estimate the biomass yields of GWB, I carried 

out a small-scale field experiment.  It should be noted that this approximation may not 

reflect precisely yields for the large scale plantations, but nevertheless the trend should be 

informative. To determine the optimal harvest time, I estimated the biomass yields at each 

harvest time point and compared to that of WWB and maize silage (Figure. 5.A). I used 

the EN genotype for this comparison, as it is a commercial and publicly available willow 

cultivar. I harvested the willow biomass for biomass yields estimation in four occasions: 

May, June, August, and October; and for each harvest, 10 different plants were analyzed. 

The willow biomass grew steadily during Spring and Summer before starting to decrease 

mainly due to loss of leaves during the second half of September and in early October. 

Since after the harvest in August the biomass was apparently still accumulating, I carried 

out a prediction for an early September harvest as well, by fitting a growth model on the 

measured data. I compared GWB biomass yields to four yield data for maize (Fuksa et al., 

2020; Gissén et al., 2014; Jankowski et al., 2020; Wannasek et al., 2019) and one for WWB 

(Stolarski et al., 2017) from the relevant scientific literature. The measured and the 

estimated biomass yields of GWB were in the similar range or somewhat higher than that 

of WWB or maize (Figure 5.B), supporting the correctness of the estimations.  

As mentioned before, the extractable energy potential is of main importance when 

assessing the possible utilization of a novel biomass and/or biogas substrate for industrial 
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applications. Thus, I estimated the per hectare biomass yield (t VS / ha) from the actual 

(measured) yield values of the harvested plants, and then multiplied this with the substrate 

specific methane yields (mL CH4 / g VS) and the energy content of methane to get the per 

hectare energy potential. These estimates were then compared to the energy potential of 

other biomasses (Figure 5.A.).  

According to my estimates, GWB harvested in August and September can produce biomass 

yields (22.8 and 31.5 t/ha, respectively) that are significantly higher (on a VS basis) than 

either WWB or maize; and biomass yields of GWB harvested in June and October are 

comparable to these (11.7 t/ha and 14.1 t/ha, respectively).  

Maize silage evidently has a higher VS-specific methane yield (mL CH4 / g oTS) than GWB 

(or WWB), thus regarding the per hectare energy potential there were noticeably less 

differences between the feedstocks (Figure 5.B.). In the case of maize silage, the energy 

potential per plant was estimated by dividing the per hectare energy potential taken from 

literature data with the used planting density. In the case of GWB however, it was the other 

way around:  the measured values from the plants were scaled up with the planting density 

to get Ep/ha (per hectare energy potential). This is the reason why there is an apparent 

linear connection between the per plant and per hectare energy potential in GWB but not 

in maize. 

This comparison revealed that GWB can be a valuable substrate for biogas generation. The 

Ep/ha values in the case of August harvest and September estimation were 176.27 and 

227.65 GJ/ha/year, respectively, which are in the range of the values of maize silage and 

are higher than that of WWB when it is used in anaerobic digesters and similar to WWB 

when it is used for burning. 

It should be further emphasized that compared to WWB, GWB performs better from an 

industrial-scale point of view not only due to its higher Ep, but also because its higher µmax 

values. This is because faster CH4 production is more advantageous in CSTR reactors.   

The results showed that GWB can reach the average Ep values for maize silage 

biomethanation, although the specific yields depend on planting density, which can be as 
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dense as 90,000 GWB stem/ha or 130,000/ha (Fuksa et al., 2020), and possibly other 

factors as well. If agro-technologies would be optimized for higher plant densities, it is very 

likely that the energy potentials of GWB plantations could be elevated more and thus even 

surpass that of a maize silage. All this for a substantially lowered production cost. And while 

to ascertain the exact amount is out of the scope of this work, according to a personal 

conversation with the CEO of the Kaposszekcső Biogas plant, whom we collaborated with 

and who grows both willow and maize, willow is about 3-4 times cheaper to produce. 

Nevertheless, additional validations of the biomass yields from larger-scale and multi-year 

field experiments are necessary to gain higher confidence in the biomass yields its 

production costs, and to evaluate the possible attenuation of annual cutbacks of the plants. 
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Figure 5.  

A): Extractable energy potential (Ep) of various substrates via biomethanation based on plantation 

area (GJ/ha, lighter colors) and individual plant (MJ/plant, darker colors). The energy potential of 

the plants and the plantation in each harvest was calculated by multiplying the VS yields with the 
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substrate specific CH4 yields, as described in Section 2.1. The values for maize silage and WWB 

are from the respective references.  

B): Green willow biomass (GWB) yields (t/ha) at various harvesting times. The VS yield/ha was 

calculated by scaling up the mean of the individual VS yield of the Energo plants, with the used 

planting density (20,000 plant/ha). To estimate the biomass yield in early September (Sept. EST), 

a Gompertz growth model was fitted to the measured data and the values predicted by the model 

was used. Biomass yield values for maize are from: (Fuksa et al., 2020; Gissén et al., 2014; 

Jankowski et al., 2020; Wannasek et al., 2019) and for woody willow biomass (WWB) from 

(Stolarski et al., 2017). 
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5.2. H2-induced stress response analyzed by combined 

metagenomics and metatranscriptomics 

My aim was to investigate which genes and pathways are activated firstly in the anaerobic 

consortium – and mainly in the methanogenic Archaea – in response to H2 addition. In the 

experimental setup I used, an excess amount of external H2 was injected to a stable biogas 

producing anaerobic sludge that was fed with alpha-cellulose. I analyzed  the effects of the 

sudden H2 burst on the microbial community at a metagenomic and metatranscriptomic 

level. Figure 6. shows the general experimental arrangement and the main analysis steps 

involved.  
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Figure 6.) General experimental arrangement and the main analysis steps. A 5 L CSTR reactor 

producing stable biogas values was injected with H2 for 10 minutes. Samples were taken from it, 

immediately before this and 2 hours later. Total community DNA and RNA was isolated from the 

samples and were subsequently sequenced. Metagenome-assembled genomes were generated and 

analyzed for function, taxonomy and abundance. The detailed bioinformatic pipeline is described 

in the Materials and Methods section.  

 

I started the fermentation with a 5-days long start-up phase, during which no substrate was 

added. Subsequently, a 15-days-long adaptation phase followed, during which alpha-

cellulose was added in a quantity of 1 g/L/day. Achieving a balanced operation was desired, 

thus a relatively low substrate loading rate was used. To monitor the fermentation process, 

I assessed VOA/TIC and NH4+ levels, measured biogas productions and methane 

concentrations. During this period the average VOA and TIC values were close to 1.1 g/L 

and 14 g CaCO3 /L.  This established that the process was indeed balanced, as a steady 

value of VOA/TIC is a reliable indicator of a stable mesophilic fermentation (McGhee, 

1968). NH4+ level is another important indicator of AD process stability (Alexander 

Martin, 1985). Theoretically, levels above 3,000 mg NH4+ may have a negative effect on 

the methanogenic archaea, which is the most sensitive group of microbes in the AD process 

(Yenigün and Demirel, 2013). The NH4+ concentration was below 1,000 mg/L during the 

whole fermentation process. The biogas productivity of the digesters was also stable: on 

average 650 LN biogas was produced from alpha-cellulose/VSg/day with an average of 53% 

CH4 content, the daily biomethane production varied by < 10%. Thus overall, the reactors 

showed stable operation during the course of the experiment (Supplementary Figure S1).  

The first two DNA and RNA samples for metagenome and metatranscriptome analysis 

were taken on day 20 from the stabilized reactors. Subsequently the digesters were flushed 

with H2 gas from a gas cylinder for 10 min. This was to imitate a power-to-gas system 

wherein H2 resulting from water electrolysis is added as a means of biological biogas 

upgrading. Two hours later I carried out a second sampling. I repeated the protocol after 
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2 months of reactor operation (on day 71) and treated the respective samples as biological 

replicates.  

The reactors responded with a sudden increase in daily CH4 evolution by 20–25% at both 

time points, which lasted for 1–2 days (Supplementary Figure S1). Afterwards the reactors 

returned to their previous biomethane production levels (~53%). It is worth noting that 

the bioreactor system responded almost in exactly the same manner to the H2 spike 2 

months apart, which indicates the robustness, reproducibility and quick response time by 

the microbial community. Assuming H2 saturation of the liquid phase by the 10 min long 

H2 bubbling, I estimated that more than 95% of the injected H2 was converted into CH4 

within 16–24 h, although the amount of available dissolved H2 decreased rapidly during the 

second half of the H2 consumption phase. This was in line with the observations of Szuhaj 

et al. (Szuhaj et al., 2016), who found that in fed-batch systems the injected H2 was 

completely consumed in 16–24 h despite much lower saturation. Except for the peak CH4 

production right after H2 injection, the added H2 apparently did not alter markedly the 

cumulative biomethane production. 

 

5.2.1. General overview of the genome-resolved metatranscriptomics pipeline 

As for the reasons explained in the Introduction section, combining MTR with MG yields 

a real-time snapshot of the functioning of the microbial system, which can provide more 

insight into it than when either is carried out separately. Since my main interest was 

pointed towards the reaction of individual microbial populations (aka MAGs) to the H2 

addition, and since none of the currently available bioinformatics tools offer a complete 

workflow for that end, I decided to create and use a custom bioinformatic pipeline. The 

resulting MTR and MG reads were thus analyzed with following aims: 

1. Generate metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) from the MG reads via binning 

the contigs resulting from a co-assembly of reads. 

2. Carry out ORF prediction and functional annotation on the MAGs, involving gene 

function and pathway analysis (based on the KEGG). 
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3. Taxonomically annotate the MAGs and examine their phylogenomic relationships. 

4. Map both MG and MTR reads to the MAGs to estimate gene copy number (MG) or 

gene expression (MTR). 

5. Find differentially expressed MAGs, ORFs and pathways between the N2 and H2 MTR 

samples. 

6. Analyze and visualize the results. 

This workflow relies heavily on the following tools, methods:  Anvi’o (Eren et al., 2015), 

DASTools (Sieber et al., 2018), SqueezeMeta (Tamames and Puente-Sánchez, 2019), 

Clusterprofiler (Yu et al., 2012) and DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014). The general steps are 

shown in Figure 6. and the details can be found in the Materials and Methods section.  

When investigating the early response of the residing microbial consortium to sudden H2 

burst at the transcriptome level of metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs), I assumed 

that the underlying microbial consortium will not change significantly at the DNA-level, 

due to the short time interval applied between the samplings (2 hours). Increasing the 

number of metagenomic samples thus enabled an extensive binning procedure – using all 

4 MG samples for the co-assembly. Therefore, the H2 triggered differences in the gene 

expression levels could be precisely assessed, together with associated alterations in cell 

physiology. RNA samples taken before the H2 addition served as a ‘control’, while the 

samples taken after it served as the ‘case’ conditions for the metatranscriptomic analyses 

(differential gene expression, differential pathway abundance, etc.), hereafter named N2-

MTR and H2-MTR.  

5.2.2. Metagenomic binning results and taxonomical annotation 

The extensive binning procedure, employing three metagenomic binning programs 

(Alneberg et al., 2014; Kang et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2016), whose results were refined by a 

bin quality-improving program (Sieber et al., 2018), yielded a final number of 84 bins 

(Figure 7.). Each of the initial binning procedures generated more than that, thus this final 

set will be referred to as MAGs henceforth, to distinguish the two sets. CheckM (Parks et 

al., 2015) was used to estimate the completeness and redundancy of the bins based on the 
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prevalence of single-copy marker genes (SCG). Based on these values, out of the 84 MAGs, 

16 were high, 49 were medium and 19 were low quality, according to the MIMAG initiative 

(Bowers et al., 2017). The phylogenetic relationships of the MAGs were assessed with 

phylophlan3 (Asnicar et al., 2020), and the results indicated that 73 bins harbored enough 

SCGs for the phylogenetic tree building (dendrogram in Figure 7.)—the phylogenetic 

relationship of the remaining 11 bins could not be determined, either because of the low 

quality of the metagenomes or because they did not contain enough known SCGs. The 

taxonomy of the MAGs was determined using the GTDB toolkit (Chaumeil et al., 2020).  

According to the taxonomic analyses, 7 MAGs could be assigned as Archaea, 61 as Bacteria 

while 16 MAGs remained unclassified (details are presented in Supplementary Table 1.). 

Archaea represented about 10% of the microbiome, all of them coming from the phylum 

Euryarcheaota. Within the domain Bacteria, most MAGs (34) were associated with the 

phylum Firmicutes. The dominance of Firmicutes in biogas reactors is in accordance with 

previous studies (Campanaro et al., 2020; Wirth et al., 2012). This can be attributed to 

their diverse polysaccharide and oligosaccharide degradation capacities in, which is the 

first step in the AD of complex organic substrates (Güllert et al., 2016). 
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Figure 7. A. Anvi’o plot of binning results (from innermost to outermost): 1.) dendrogram of the 

phylogenetic relationship of MAGs (according to phylophlyan3); 2.) completion and redundancy 

estimations (according to CheckM); 3.) relative abundance of the MAGs in the three datasets (MG, 

N2-MTR and H2-MTR); 4.) taxonomic Class assignment for the MAGs (based on GTDB); 5.) 

MAG (bin) ID; 6.) Genus assignment for the MAGs. The list of Classes at the bottom part indicates 

the color code and the number of MAGs in the Classes. B) depicts the relative abundance of 

Archaeal Classes (the total abundance of MAGs in the respective Classes). 

 

The second well-represented phylum were Bacterioidetes (12 MAGs), all belonging in the 

order Bacteroidales. Most Bacterioidetes produce succinic acid, acetic acid, and in some 
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cases propionic acid, these molecules fuel acetotrophic methanogenesis. In addition, 

representatives of the phyla Synergistota, Spirochaetes, Verrucomicrobia, 

Cloacimonadota, Fibrobacterota, Caldatribacteria, and Chloroflexota were identified 

(Supplementary Table S1). At lower taxonomical levels, the MAGs are similar to those 

described in previous studies (Campanaro et al., 2018; Treu et al., 2016b). 

5.2.3. Comparison of the MAGs with the Biogas Microbiome (BGMB) database 

A comparison with the MAGs from the biogas microbiome collection (Campanaro et al., 

2020) showed that many MAGs in my dataset are unique and cannot be found in other 

fermenters – or to be more exact, their genomes could not be assembled from that 

collection of metagenomes. The comparison was based on the average amino acid identity 

(AAI) of the protein coding sequences and was carried out on the MIGA platform 

(Rodriguez-R et al., 2018). The results are shown in Supplementary Table S2. Based on 

this similarity measure, 56 MAGs showed more than 95% identity (Figure 8., black lines), 

while the other 28 genomes had only 80% or lower identity to any of the 1635 biogas 

microbiome genomes, out of these 14 had no corresponding genome in the database. Thus, 

there is a noticeable gap between the distribution of maximum similarities: there was not 

a single MAG between 80% and 95%. This suggests that the species delineation occurs at 

95% AAI, while the genus boundary is somewhere between 70-80% AAI. These values are 

in line with empirical data proposed earlier (Konstantinidis and Tiedje, 2005; Rodriguez-

R and Konstantinidis, 2014). The hits between 70-80% probably come from the same 

genus as the best hit. Below 70%, the corresponding MAGs are probably match only at 

Order or Class level only. This means that 5 MAGs come from genera that are not included 

in the biogas microbiome dataset yet, and possible 9 further ones are members of novel 

Orders and/or Classes. The remaining MAGs contained medium or low-quality 

metagenomes, which could be the main reason for not finding matches. With about 40% 

of redundancy, bin_5 (from order Bacteroidales) seems to be a mixed genome of possibly 

two or maybe even three populations. The high identity of the two PGs probably hindered 

a correct binning procedure. The same might be true for the other highly redundant MAGs 

as well.  
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However, these MAGs that have no correspondent in the biogas microbiome database are 

not always just side-players, rather several of them are abundant, main-players of the 

community. This includes two high quality MAGs: bin_1—Herbivorax saccincola and 

bin_35—Methanobacterium sp. These MAGs were apparently not represented among the 

more than 1600 PGs identified in Biogas Microbiome. What is more interesting is that 

these two MAGs are major contributors in my microbiomes, with relative abundances 

ranging from 5% to 15% and the case of bin_1, and up to ~22% in the case of bin_35, H2-

MTR samples. Bin_59, annotated to be a member of Class Limnochordia, was one of the 

most abundant members of the community, reached 15% relative abundance in the N2-

MTR sample. The low quality of these MAGs not always seem to be the consequence of 

low genome coverage, but rather that two highly similar genomes co-exist, and their 

populations are combined into one during binning. This is supported by the high variance 

in their abundances: bin_35 in H2-MTR, and bin_59 in N2-MTR. 
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Figure 8.) MAG quality statistics and relative abundance. From left to right: Panel 1.: Redundancy; 

Completion; Maximum identity: the AAI with the best hit from the biogas microbiome collection 

of 1635 MAGs; MG: mean relative abundance of the respective MAG in the four metagenome 

samples, H2- and N2-MTR: mean abundance of the respective MAGs in the corresponding 

metatranscriptomics samples. AAI of 70%, 80% and 95% are indicated by black vertical lines. 
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5.2.4. Abundance of the MAGs 

The metagenomic data clearly indicated that the MAG compositions were very similar in 

all four MG samples. I carried out a Principial Component Analysis (PCA) on the rlog-

transformed MAG abundance matrix (please refer to Materials and Methods section) to 

evaluate the coarse-scale differences between the samples (Figure 9.). The two main 

observations that could be drawn as correct were as follows i.) the prediction that two hours 

was enough for the MTR samples to diverge significantly, and ii.) meanwhile the MG 

samples remained effectively unchanged.  The results confirmed that the microbial 

community did not change perceptibly within 2 hours even after a substantial change in 

environmental conditions (H2-injection) and the experiment was highly reproducible after 

a 2-month time interval.  

 

Figure 9.) PCA biplot of the rlog-transformed (regularized-logarithm transformation) MAG 

abundance in each sample. MAG abundance was calculated as the sum of the reads assigned to the 

ORFs of the respective MAG, as is the total gene copy number in MG and total gene expression in 

MTR samples. 
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I evaluated the MAG abundance in the MG samples at Class-level, which showed that not 

only the number of assembled MAGs was the highest in Clostridia, but their combined 

abundance as well (Figure 9.). Their combined relative abundance was 19.3% (an average 

of the four MG samples, sd=0.8%). In this regard, the microbial community thriving in 

our biogas reactors, was similar to the MAG distribution described by Zhu et al, where in 

a similar arrangement, the fermenters were fed with Avicel cellulose (in the first feeding 

phase, later it was replaced with increasingly simple substrates) (Zhu et al., 2019). 

Regarding the other taxa, the similarities did not hold, as for example Bacteroides and 

Verrucomicrobiota PGs were essentially missing in that microflora (or were represented 

sub-threshold abundances), while in the current dataset, they were abundant (Figure 10.).  
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Figure 10.) Taxon abundance in the fermentors, according to the sample types (MG, N2-MTR and 

H2-MTR). Left panel shows the combined abundance of MAGs at Class level, while right panel 

shows it at Phylum level. Abundance was calculated based on the number of reads assigned to the 

ORFs of the MAGs. 

 

The metagenomics data showed that at DNA-level the community didn’t change 

perceptibly. For example, the overall Archaea gene abundance, i.e., sum of read counts, 

was 18.49 ± 2.04% in N2-MG or H2-MG samples (each DNA-based). In contrast, the 

mRNA-based metatranscriptome analysis showed striking changes in the transcriptome-

based community composition when H2 was offered to the reactors’ microbial community. 

The N2-MTR samples (RNA-based, before H2 addition) showed a similar total Archaea 

abundance to that of the MG samples: 18.99 ± 11.64%, but this was elevated to 36.53 ± 

3.74% in the case of H2-MTR samples (RNA-based, after H2 addition).  This demonstrates 

a rapid response to the appearance of excess H2. Regarding Archaea, perhaps the most 

noticeable difference was that in the MG samples (DNA-based data) and N2 samples the 

Euryarchaeota abundance was very similar, but it elevated more than 3-fold (from about 

6.5-7% in MG and N2-MTR samples to 24.4% in H2-MTR samples. This can be attributed 

mainly to the elevated gene expression of Methanobacteria MAGs, and the simultaneous 

decrease of Methanosarcina MAGs.  

To infer a more precise comparison, I  estimated the log2 fold change (log2FC) for each 

MAG (a measure of differential abundance between the control a test samples) via 

DESEq2 (Love et al., 2014). This showed that the elevation of the total number of 

transcribed Archaea genes (H2-MTR samples) was mainly attributed to representatives of 

the genus Methanobacterium (bins 35 and 51), which increased from 4.33 to 17.39% 

(log2FC = 2.84) of all MAGs’ abundance. Methanobacteria are hydrogenotrophic 

methanogens. The second major contributor to Archaea transcripts was the order 

Methanomicrobiales, from 2.69 to 7.03% (log2FC = 2.16). The genera Methanoculleus 

and Methanosarcinia both belong in this order. The three MAGs of the genus 

Methanoculleus showed elevated overall abundance, the log2FC values of bin_6, bin_60 
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and bin_66 were 3.64, 2.37 and 2.18, respectively. The increase upon H2 exposure was the 

most apparent in the case of bin_6. Methanoculleus bourgensis, whose proportion 

increased from 1.65% to 10.66%. Remarkably, the genus Methanosarcina effectively 

ceased to express genes upon H2 dispensation. Methanosarcina are known to possess genes 

coding for all three methanogenic pathways, i.e., hydrogenotrophic, acetotrophic and 

methylotrophic methanogenesis (Ács et al., 2015; Wirth et al., 2012). Members of the 

genus Methanoculleus are solely hydrogenotrophic methanogens. H2 exposure apparently 

turns on the activity of the hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis in both Methanoculleus and 

Methanobacterium but turns off the hydrogenotrophic pathway in Methanosarcina. 

 

5.2.5. Metatranscriptomic pathways analysis 

A community-level pathway enrichment analysis (PWE) was performed to examine the 

overall metatranscriptomic changes that occurred as a result of the H2 addition. The input 

values for this analysis were the log2 fold change (log2FC) for each annotated ORF of every 

MAG, which were also assessed using the DESeq2 method. The analysis was carried out 

by the clusterprofiler R package based on KEGG Pathways and Modules. Although the 

contig assembly and subsequent ORF prediction and annotation yielded 219,353 KEGG 

Orthology (KO) annotated ORFs, less than half of them (98,791 ORFs) were binned in 

the refined MAGs. Thus, despite the binning efforts, the remaining 120,562 KEGG 

annotated ORFs remained unbinned. However, omitting these from the downstream 

evaluation would have distorted the statistical analyses, therefore they were grouped 

together into an unbinned collection and were included in the PWE.  

The results indicated that the primarily affected KEGG Pathways due to H2 injection were 

Methane metabolism and Ribosome (Figure 11.). The upregulation of differentially 

expressed (DE) genes was the highest in these modules and their associated KEGG 

Modules: 48 and 44, respectively. It is noteworthy that some other carbon metabolism 

associated pathways were also significantly impacted, such as Glycolysis/Gluconeogenesis 

and Propanoate metabolism, which suggest that acetogenic and acetate utilizing microbes 
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were also affected by the specifically altered environment.  H2 is known to inhibit 

acetogenic microbes (Batstone et al., 2006), thus their response to the H2-addition was 

expected. The RNA polymerase pathway also changed significantly; this was due to 

triggered transcription machinery as a response to the altered environment. The KEGG 

Module enrichment analysis showed a similar picture, the modules that were affected the 

most were the different methanogenesis modules. This clearly indicates that the two-hour 

interval was enough for a significant transcriptome-level alteration of the microbial 

community. 

 

Figure 11.) Results of KEGG Pathway enrichment analysis (A.), and KEGG Module (B.). The 

pathways, which were significantly different between N2-MTR and H2-MTR samples are 

presented. X-axis indicates the number of KEGG IDs found as significantly different in the given 

pathway (listed along the Y axis). P-adjust stands for corrected p-values 

 

5.2.6. Changes in the expression levels in methanogenesis genes  

The enrichment analysis revealed that CH4 metabolism was affected the most, hence I 

examined the changes in the expression levels of the MAG’s genes involved in the various 

methanogenesis related metabolic pathways and modules in detail to gain a deeper insight 
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to the molecular mechanism behind. An overall of 154 genes of the 7 Archaea MAGs from 

the Methane metabolism (map00680) pathway were down-regulated (log2FC lower than 

-2), and 171 that were up-regulated (log2FC higher than 2), out of them 90 and 72 were 

significantly differentially expressed based on the p-value threshold of 0.05. Figure 12 

shows the log2FC of the genes of the KEGG map00680 pathway in each MAG that 

harbored more than five of these genes. The two MAGs identified as belonging in the 

genus Methanobacterium (bin_35 and bin_51) and Methanoculleus (bin_6, bin_60 and 

bin_66) showed a very similar response (Figure 12.), many of their map00680 genes were 

expressed at log2FC higher than 2, i.e., four-times higher expression. Two additional 

Methanoculleus MAGs (bin_60 and bin_66), a low and a medium quality MAG (according 

to CheckM estimation), were identified but not presented in Figure 12. This implies that 

several Methanoculleus strains actively participate in the BBU reaction. 
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Figure 12.) Violin plot of genes (dots) involved in the methanogenesis KEGG pathway (map00680) 

in each MAG (arranged on the X-axis) and the unbinned gene collection. Only MAGs, which 

contain at least 5 methanogenesis genes are plotted. Filling colors indicate taxonomy at Class level. 

Each dot represents a KEGG orthologue (KO) in the respective MAG. Colors of the dots indicate 

the p-value of the log2FC difference between N2-MTR and H2-MTR samples. Horizontal dashed 

red lines mark the log2FC thresholds for significantly different KOs (respective p-value < 0.05). 

The expression level of numerous genes increased shortly after H2 injection in the 

hydrogenotrophic strains, which indicated that several metabolic pathways responded to 

the increased H2 concentrations. The log2FC values of the genes ENO (phosphopyruvate 

hydratase, EC 4.2.1.11), COF (7,8-didemethyl-8-hydroxy5-deazariboflavin synthase, EC 

4.3.1.32), and COM (sulfopyruvate decarboxylase, EC 4.1.1.79) were the largest in M. 

bourgensis: 5.06, 4.2 and 1.25, respectively. The ENO enzyme takes part in the 

biosynthesis of Coenzyme B, which is an essential molecule in the final step of the 

methanogenesis. The COF enzymes are responsible for the synthesis of the other 

important coenzyme, Coenzyme F420. The COM enzymes catalyze the 3-sulfopyruvate to 

2-sulfoacetaldehyde reaction, which is an intermediate step in the synthesis of the third 

important coenzyme, Coenzyme-M (Grochowski and White, 2010). These results clearly 

suggested that the cells quickly started to increase the synthesis of all coenzymes, which 

were involved in methanogenesis to support the quick conversion of H2 and CO2 to CH4. 

The hydrogenotrophic methanogenic cells activated many key enzymes in the 

methanogenesis pathway to consume more effectively the H2 from the environment. For 

example, in the two MAGs belonging Methanobacterium strains, the expression level of 

the KEGG orthologues associated with the enzymes MFN/ADC (tyrosine decarboxylase / 

aspartate 1-decarboxylase), FMD/FWD (formylmethanofuran dehydrogenase), AKS 

(methanogen homocitrate synthase) and COM increased significantly. These enzymes 

play an important role in the hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis pathway. The MFN and 

ADC enzymes are normally involved in methanofuran biosynthesis, while the FMD/FWD 

redox enzyme complex contains a molybdopterin cofactor and numerous [4Fe-4S] clusters 

to catalyze the reversible methanofuran to formyl-methanofuran reaction (which is an 
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important step in CO2 conversion and in the oxidation of coenzyme-M to CO2). The AKS 

enzyme takes part in the synthesis of Coenzyme-B. It is noteworthy however, that MCR 

enzymes (methyl-coenzyme-M reductase), which catalyze the final step of the 

methanogenesis showed lower expression in all hydrogenotrophic MAGs (Supplementary 

Figure S3). A likely explanation for this observation is that two hours was not enough for 

redirecting this section of the methanogenesis pathways. If the local substrate availability 

did not increase significantly, the cells did not need to increase the transcriptional activity 

of the MCR enzymes. 

On the other hand, almost all genes in Methanosarcinia honorobensis showed a 

significantly decreased expression in the presence of H2. This strain has been described as 

acetotrophic, but showed to also grow on methanol, acetate and various substrates but not 

on H2/CO2, formate and others (Shimizu et al., 2011). Its expression levels of MCR, ACS 

(acetyl-CoA decarbonylase/synthase) and FAE (5,6,7,8-tetrahydromethanopterin hydro-

lyase) were significantly decreased. The ACS enzyme is responsible for the conversion of 

acetate to acetyl-CoA, which is a typical step in the acetotrophic methanogenesis pathway. 

The subsequent enzyme, FAE generates 5,10-methylene tetrahydromethanopterin (5,10-

Methylene-THMPT) from formaldehyde, an important intermediate of methanogenesis. 

The substantial decrease in the transcriptional response of M. honorobensis to H2 injection 

corroborated that this strain is unable to utilize H2 and signaled an active inhibitory role of 

H2 on acetotrophic methanogenesis. This implicates a hitherto unrecognized tight 

regulatory role of H2 on diverse pathways coupled to methanogenesis. 

5.2.7. Interactions between methanogenesis and other metabolic processes in 

Archaea 

In addition to the methanogenesis pathways in the Archaeal MAGs, I identified nine 

pathways that were expressed differently as the early response of the microbiota to H2 

injection. Figure 13. presents the Archaea and Bacteria MAGs that indicate substantial up- 

or down regulation of several KEGG pathways. H2 addition rapidly caused gene expression 
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changes in the Archaea, i.e., bin_6, bin_27, bin_35 and bin_51, since the Ribosome, RNA 

polymerase and Methanogenesis pathways were altered mainly in these MAGs. 

In the case of Archaea, one Methanoculleus MAG (bin_6) and the two Methanobacteria 

MAGs (bin_35 and bin_51) responded with elevated gene expression in all pathways, while 

the Methanosarcinia (bin_27) and Iainarchaeia (bin_18) responded with a substantial and 

general loss of transcripts, i.e., biological activity, in them. Interestingly, the three 

Methanoculleus MAGs responded differently to the H2 injection. Apparently, the entire 

metabolic activity, including all KEGG orthologs, were tuned up in bin_6 (classified as M. 

bourgensis), whereas only Ribosomal activity, RNA transport and Lysine biosynthesis was 

strongly upregulated in bin_60 and hardly any change in metabolic activity took place in 

bin_66 representing presumably a separate strain of M. bourgensis. Their overall gene 

expression did increase (log2FC of 2.19 and 2.37, respectively), thus the observed 

differences by bin_60 and bin_66 might as well indicate a slower response or perhaps 

further H2 addition would have triggered a response more similar to that of the abundant 

M. bourgensis (bin_6). This observation may indicate the time resolution limit of H2 

triggered transcription and metabolic changes. Nonetheless it seems that the whole RNA 

machinery must be altered for responding to a significant change in the environment. 

Indeed, almost all genes (including the subunits of RNA polymerase for instance) from 

these pathways were highly expressed in the Methanomicrobia and Methanobacteria 

MAGs, and 64% of them with a log2FC of 2 or higher (and with a p-value of 0.05 or lower). 

The response to H2 injection was quite the opposite in the case of Methanosarcina 

horonobensis (bin_27), as the expression of all investigated KEGG orthologs and 

metabolic pathways were hindered significantly, i.e., up to 33% (Figure 13.). 

Other carbon metabolism-related pathways that showed an overall significant difference 

in the PWE analysis were Carbon fixation and Glycolysis/gluconeogenesis – these showed 

a similar pattern. For example the folD gene of the reductive acetyl-CoA pathway (Wood-

Ljungdahl pathway) was transcribed vigorously in bin_6 (M. bourgensis) (log2FC = 3.7). 

The relative enrichment of “Methanogenesis, acetate to methane” was overall the highest 

in this MAG (mean log2FC = 3.55), this can be linked to the elevated acetotrophic 
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methanogenesis, as there was no other major difference between the expression change in 

these pathways. Interestingly though, the Methanogenesis, CO2 to methane module did 

not increase drastically (nor did the methylotrophic module), with the exception of a 

handful of genes showing log2FC higher than 2, including methenyl-

tetrahydromethanopterin cyclohydrolase gene in bin_6 and bin_35 (log2FC = 2.56 and 

3.49, respectively), and some others with smaller but still significant differences, including 

the  F420-non-reducing hydrogenase iron-sulfur subunit gene of bin_6 (log2FC = 1.32, p-

value = 0.04). 
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Figure 13.) Heatmap of significantly various KEGG Pathways in MAGs that harbor at least 10 

genes in the respective pathway. Top panel shows Archaea, while the bottom panel shows Bacteria 

MAGs. Filling colors are scaled to the log2FC of all the genes in the respective pathway of the 

MAG. Violin plots at the top show the log2FC values of every gene participating in the respective 

pathway. 

 

5.2.8. Changes in gene expression levels in bacterial MAGs  

Some genes involved in, or related to elements of the methanogenesis pathway could be 

found in bacterial MAGs as well, e.g. in Herbivorax saccincola, Ruminiclostridium 

sp001512505, in two unknown Limnochorida and in one Mahellia MAG. However, when 

inspecting the change of the methanogenesis-related KEGG orthologs in these MAGs, it 

became clear that these genes showed significant difference only in a few cases, i.e., their 

log2FC values were spread between the threshold lines that indicated significance. 

Consequently, they were involved in the overall methanogenesis, and related metabolic 

pathways (which are included in the KEGG map00680 pathway), but they did not respond 

to the H2 stress. This was a substantially different behavior from the one that the Archaea 

MAGs showed, which clearly expressed their genes differently as a respond to H2 injection. 

In the case of Bacteria, the RNA-machinery pathways (ko03010) showed an overall 

decrease in gene expression, except for bin_40 (Treponema brennaborense), bin_8 

(Fermentimonas massiliensis), bin_11 (UBA3941_ sp002385665) and bin_7 (Unknown 

Fermentimonas). These MAGs had low abundance, though they showed an increase in the 

MTR samples. The related pathways seem to be up-regulated in bin_40 and in bin_11 

(mapped in class Mahellia, order Caldicoprobacterales). Most of the small and large 

ribosomal subunits showed log2FC of 2 or higher. Another member of the family 

Treponemataceae (bin_28 Spiro-10 sp001604405) showed a clear downregulation in all 

discussed pathways. 

In the AD process, Treponema behave like homoacetogenes, they consume H2 and CO2 to 

produce acetate, hence they may compete with hydrogenotrophic methanogens 
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(Kotsyurbenko et al., 2001), although not very efficiently (Wahid et al., 2019). I identified 

only two methanogenesis related genes in bin_28 and bin_40 (formate-tetrahydrofolate 

ligase and methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase NADPH), bin_40 showed an overall 

activity increase (log2FC = 2.216), indicating either that this pathway would become more 

active at a later timepoint, or these bacteria utilize alternative catabolic activities. In a 

relevant observation Treponema abundance increased in digesters spiked with H2 (L. Li et 

al., 2016) although after 90 h the signs of H2 stress were noted in the digester. Essential 

genes of the Wood-Ljungdahl (WL) pathway were apparently not expressed in bacterial 

MAGs in a recent study (Zhu et al., 2020). In contrast, in the present work we identified 

several MAGs harboring these genes, including bin_7 (Unknown Fermentimonas), bin_8 

(Fermentimonas massiliensis) and bin_20 (DTU074 sp002385885, although all of them 

showed low abundance (~ 0.3–1%). Interestingly, bin_20 exhibited an overall decrease, 

but the expression of its WL pathway genes increased. This can be attributed to the 

elevation of the transcriptional activity of only two genes, fhs (formate-tetrahydrofolate 

ligase) and folD (methylene-tetrahydrofolate oxidase), which are important in WL 

pathway (log2FC = 6.31 and 3.14, respectively). This response to H2 is thus the opposite 

to that of bin_40, suggesting that as acetogenic methanogenesis increased, this bacterium 

might have tried to compete with the Archaea for acetate. The other two homoacetogens, 

which increased their transcriptional activity (log2FC = 1.40 and 2.56, respectively), 

apparently included the fhs and folD genes as well. It was also demonstrated earlier that 

homoacetogenic microbes tended to increase their activity in a H2-fed systems (L. Treu et 

al., 2018).  
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6. Discussion 

One of the major aims during the course of my doctoral work, was to investigate the 

possibility of utilizing GWB as a feedstock for biogas digesters. Using GWB would have 

numerous advantages, including its low costs and the option to grow in marginal lands 

where it would not come into contradiction with crops grown for food/feed purposes 

(Valentine et al., 2012). To this end, I harvested plants in 3 occasions during the growth 

season (June, August, October) from a small research plantation, consisting of 100 plants 

from 2 different genotypes, EN and PP (Dudits et al., 2016). I compared both the leaves 

and the stems and the WWB’s chemical (fiber) properties, fermentation parameters and 

microbial compositions in batch anaerobic reactors. I used the Gompertz model to estimate 

fermentation rates and final yields (µmax and K values, respectively). I analyzed the leaves 

and stems separately (Table 1., Figure 1.) but also in a mixture, wherein their ratio was 

equal to what the plants themselves showed in each harvest (L/S ratio), as the biomass 

from the harvesting of these plantations on an industrial scale would be more similar to 

this latter arrangement (Table 2., Figure 2.).  

My results supported that in both GWB and WWB the lignin concentration negatively 

correlated with fermentation rates and final yields. This relationship had been already 

established for several other substrates (Herrmann et al., 2016). The solubles part, 

however, correlated positively with these parameters. When comparing the three harvests, 

I found that there was a substantial difference in the plant’s µmax values and to a lesser 

extent in their K values as well. The June harvest showed the highest values: it was 

significantly higher than the other two in both the separate and in the mixed L/S 

fermentations. This was probably the consequence of the higher leaf biomass (higher L/S 

ratios) in these harvests. The results of the separated and mixed L/S fermentations showed 

minor differences. More interestingly, PP plants showed better K and µmax values than 

their parent strain, EN, in almost every comparison. 

Lignin is resilient against anaerobic biodegradation and thus is the main target of 

pretreatments utilized to improve the efficiency of the AD of lignocellulosic substrates 
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(Isroi et al., 2011; López et al., 2013; Schroyen et al., 2015). Thus, pretreating this 

lignocellulosic substrate may yield superior  fermentation performances. A combined 

fungal and alkaline pretreatment was used to improve the anaerobic digestion of woody 

willow substrates before (Alexandropoulou et al., 2017) (there termed willow sawdust, 

WSD), this approach may yield decisive results in the case of GWB as well. 

Another possibility is to breed energy crops with lowered lignin content. These efforts are 

currently underway (Allwright and Taylor, 2016; Cho et al., 2021; Dudits et al., 2022). 

Lignin confers rigidity to cell walls, it is associated with the mechanical stability of plants 

and the tolerance against abiotic and biotic stresses (Frei, 2013), thus variants with too low 

lignin content may show lower plant fitness and biomass yields (Bonawitz and Chapple, 

2013; Littlewood et al., 2014) and lead to overall lower bioenergy potential. For example, 

in a field trial with genetically modified poplars the down-regulation of cinnamoyl-CoA 

reductase (CCR), an enzyme in the lignin biosynthetic pathway, resulted in yield penalty 

in many of the transgenic lines, which if taken into consideration, caused a lower final 

ethanol yield.  

In an attempt to characterize the effect of cell wall composition and accessibility of glucan 

of several SRC willow genotypes to enzymatic saccharification via fungal cellulases after a 

dilute acid pretreatment (Ray et al., 2012) found that higher lignin content of the biomass 

was not necessarily detrimental to final glucose yields and projected ethanol yields. Albeit 

aerobic cellulose degradation by fungal cellulases is different from anaerobic cellulose 

degradation by the complex microbial consortium in AD. Moreover, as there are conflicting 

reports on both biomass yield and downstream processing efficiency resulting from the 

engineering of lignin pathway genes, most likely these parameters are highly influenced by 

environmental factors as well (Chanoca et al., 2019).  

Breeding of plants with altered lignin composition seem to be a possible solution to this 

dilemma. However, in a recent metastudy wherein 21 lignin biosynthesis genes were 

perturbed in P. trichocarpa, and the results of transcriptomic, proteomic, fluxomic, and 

phenomic data of 221 lines were comprehensively integrated, the authors  concluded that 
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tree growth is not associated with lignin amount, subunit composition or specific linkages, 

but rather correlated with the presence of collapsed xylem vessels, the activation of a cell 

wall integrity pathway and/or the accumulation of chemical inhibitors (Wang et al., 2018). 

A promising solution is the activation of the heterologous expression of microbial lignin-

degrading enzymes in planta at late stages of plant growth. A bacterial lignin degrading 

enzyme was accumulated in its active form, activated in planta, and used to improve 

biomass saccharification efficiency of N. benthamiana (Ligaba-Osena et al., 2017). Lignin-

degrading enzymes of Basidiomycete origin were also expressed via an inducible strategy 

(Khlystov et al., 2021). The authors concluded that this strategy was advantageous as plant 

fitness effects would be mitigated relative to existing strategies (Chanoca et al., 2019), 

which aimed at reducing and/or modifying lignin biosynthesis. If this approach could be 

adapted to poplar and willow, it could result in a tremendous amount of available 

lignocellulosic biomass ready for harnessing. 

I also carried out a 16S rRNA gene-based metataxonomic analyses and the results showed 

a dominance of class Clostridiales. Generally, the high proportion of Clostridiales in AD is 

not unusual, for example in a thermal hydrolysis process (THP) pre-treated of wastewater 

sludge and household waste anaerobic co-digestion experiment up to 68% abundance of 

Firmicutes (composed of mainly Clostridiales) and a Firmicutes:Bacteroides ratio of 3-5 

was observed (Westerholm et al., 2019). Here, the Firmicutes/Bacteriodes ratio positively 

correlated with the CH4 yield. An even higher ratio (5–6  was observed by Güllert et al. 

(Güllert et al., 2016), although the authors concluded that the low abundance of 

Bacteroides in the AD sludge was a sign of a less effective plant material decomposition 

compared to herbivore guts. The central role of Clostridiales was noted several times 

before, they are essential for the proper functioning of biogas digesters (Kougias et al., 

2018; Wirth et al., 2012). The relative abundance of these microbes is normally within the 

40–60% range (Wirth et al., 2012), but this can undoubtedly be influenced by the used 

substrate and fermentation conditions. Several species of Clostridiales are known for their 

cellulolytic properties, due to the presence of genes encoding the multi-enzyme complex 

cellulosome (Koeck et al., 2016) and other hydrolytic enzymes. Nevertheless, it is unusual 
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that the phylum Bacteroides is essentially missing from the AD microbial community (only 

3 ASVs from this taxon were found and their abundance was below 0.1%).  

Industrial biogas plants require large amounts of substrates daily, thus when considering 

the feasibility of novel substrates, the biomass yields per area should be considered (Kakuk 

et al., 2021a). The Energo GWB yields were 22.8 and 31.5 t VS/ha in the August harvest 

and in the September estimation, respectively. These are significantly higher than that of 

described in a 10-year-long study conducted in Poland — these ranged from 2.2 to 22.5, 

with an average of 13.1 t/ha (Stolarski et al., 2017). This is probably because of the leaf 

biomass, which in my results contributed to 1.22 times the mass of the stems (Table 2: 

June harvest, PP). Moreover, if we consider energy potentials (calculated from the energy 

content of methane yield and from the net calorific values when combusting the biomass), 

the biomass utilization methods can be compared. Considering this, I carried out an 

estimation of per hectare energy yields from the three GWB harvest data and compared it 

to WWB and maize silage. This showed that GWB can be a promising substrate for biogas 

generation. The Ep/ha values from the August harvest and September estimation were 

176.27 and 227.65 GJ/ha/year, respectively, which are in the range of maize silage and are 

higher than that of WWB when it is used in anaerobic digesters, and similar to WWB when 

it is used for burning. It should be emphasized though that compared to WWB, GWB 

performs better from an industrial-scale point of view partly because of its higher Ep, and 

partly due to its higher µmax values. Faster CH4 production is more advantageous in 

industrial CSTR reactors.   

Regarding optimal harvesting time, I found that the highest biomass yields should be 

expected in August-September. In a study conducted on Miscanthus harvesting time had 

a large impact on the performance of AD unlike on biomass combustion. The average AD 

energy potential differences over all harvest points was 35% less than for combustion. 

However, if optimal harvesting times are taken into account, which is autumn green harvest 

for AD and a delayed harvest for combustion, the related energy loss can be decreased to 

an average of 18% (Kiesel et al., 2017). Overall, the authors concluded that anaerobic 

digestion is a promising utilization pathway for miscanthus biomass. Moreover, biogas is a 
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higher-value energy carrier than heat, as it can be upgraded to biomethane, introduced 

into the existing natural gas infrastructure and further utilized as a transport fuel. AD 

technology also offers the additional benefit of easy nutrient recycling via digestate relative 

to ash from combustion. 

The possible attenuation of annual cutbacks on the plants should be taken into account 

when calculating economic feasibility. The authors of a review of willow production in 

Poland (Stolarski et al., 2019) compared different harvesting frequencies, among others, 

and found that the annual harvesting of the woody biomass was comparable to the other 

scenarios (biannual, triannual and quadrennial harvests) in biomass yields. It has been 

noted that the plantations showed very high variances caused by numerous factors, such as 

soil type, cultivar and agro-technologies used (planting density, fertilization, etc.). Thus, 

it is unlikely that the annual cutbacks would have a significant effect on the biomass yields 

in GWB. 

Another important consideration is to develop a scheme for the storage of GWB, to supply 

biogas plants with fresh feedstock all-year-around. In case of dry WWB, organic matter 

losses during the storage can reach 20% (Whittaker et al., 2018), while a good management 

can lead to as small as 1% dry material loss upon ensilaging (Borreani et al., 2018). 

Considering this and given the obvious resemblance of GWB to other plant materials that 

are frequently ensiled, a plausible approach for the preservation of GWB can be ensiling. 

Indeed, preliminary results on ensiling GWB supported this approach (Nyári et al., 2021).  

 

The second major aim during the course of my doctoral work was to investigate the 

behavior of the AD microbial community and in particular the hydrogenotrophic 

methanogens in a BBU system via genome-centric metatranscriptomics. Currently the 

overwhelming majority of renewable energy production approaches are photovoltaics and 

wind power. While readily available and technologically mature, both generate electricity 

in an intermittent fashion. As the power distribution grids are designed to balance 

electricity production and consumption continuously, they can operate in a fluctuating 
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mode only with a substantial energy loss. Hence, technologies to balance the fluctuations 

are urgently needed. A very promising solution to this problem is offered by the flexible 

anaerobic digestion technology (Liebetrau et al., 2020), as biogas plants have controllable 

energy output to buffer the fluctuations in renewable electricity production. Moreover, 

with a coupled technology called Power-to-Biomethane (P2bioCH4), biogas reactors can 

efficiently convert the temporarily surplus renewable electricity to biomethane (bioCH4) 

in a carbon neutral or negative carbon footprint process way. Clean bioCH4 is chemically 

indistinguishable from the fossil natural gas, therefore it can be stored and transported 

efficiently and inexpensively in the natural gas grids. The biotechnological route to 

P2bioCH4 is carried out via biological biogas upgrading involving methanogenic Archaea, 

crucial members of the AD microflora, a group of rare and obscure obligate anaerobic 

microbes. Among them, the hydrogenotrophic methanogens convert H2/CO2 into CH4, but 

our knowledge regarding the enzymatic processes leading to and regulating CH4 formation 

are far from complete. Understanding of the molecular regulation and control of the highly 

complex cell factory pathways of microbial communities carrying out AD, is a challenge for 

both basic and applied research. The advantages offered by P2bioCH4 technology is to 

convert bursts of H2 resulting from intermittent water electrolysis using excess electricity 

that is generated by photovoltaics or wind energies (Kakuk et al., 2021b; Szuhaj et al., 

2016). 

Metagenomic (MG) and metatranscriptomic (MTR) methods help illuminating the 

workings of biogas producing communities (Jünemann et al., 2017). Campanaro et al. used 

the metagenomes from 134 different published sources to assemble to the biogas 

microbiome (Campanaro et al., 2020), and estimated the abundance of each MAG in those 

samples. This revealed a very high plasticity of the AD microbiome and the presence of 

multiple different microbial communities that have little to no overlap among them. The 

occurrences of these MAGs in the samples and number of MAGs in each of the 

metagenomes are shown in Supplementary Figure S3. On average 757 MAGs were found 

(with higher than 0.00001% abundance) in the metagenomes. This showed that several 

MAGs are unique to different fermentors/fermentation parameters, and also that some 
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members of the microbiome in those metagenomes, where only a low number of MAGs 

were found, could not be assembled and thus analyzed. This urges to further extend this 

procedure to other fermentation samples and conditions.  

In a recent study, thermophilic biogas reactors were fed with H2, and after 18 h and 36 days 

MTR analyses were carried out to unveil the involvement of the individual MAGs in the 

global microbiome functions (Zhu et al., 2020). Another study, which was the first that 

investigated biogas reactor metatranscriptome dynamics following hydrogen injection 

used a one week-difference (Fontana et al., 2018). Thus, the effects of H2 addition on the 

metatranscriptome of a thermophilic AD in mid- and long-term were studied before. 

However, to exploit the potential of the P2bioCH4 technology to the most, the short-term 

response of the microbial community, and in particular the hydrogenotrophic 

methanogens to these bursts of H2 must be studied in detail as well. While the scientific 

literature mainly focused on thermophilic reactor configurations, many industrial biogas 

reactors operate at mesophilic temperatures. Combining genome-resolved metagenomics 

with metatranscriptomics, the analysis of the total mRNA content of an environmental 

sample, can yield even deeper understandings of the participants of the biogas producing 

consortium and their genetic activity. This shows the importance of using genome-resolved 

metagenomic analyses in AD microbiome research. 

 

For these and the reasons explained in the Introduction section,  I aimed at identifying the 

early response of a mesophilic microbial community to this environmental change, with a 

particular attention to methanogens, a scenario frequently envisaged and expected in the 

P2bioCH4 industry (Kakuk et al., 2021b). The investigation of H2 stress effect on a complex 

anaerobic metagenome in such a high time-resolution via metatranscriptomics has not 

been carried out yet. Therefore, the results presented here may contribute to a general 

knowledge in this regard as well. 

According to my experimental setup, an alpha-cellulose-adapted AD community was 

saturated with H2 gas for 10 minutes, and samples taken before, and immediately after the 
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treatment were used for community DNA and RNA sequencing. In order to gain higher 

statistical confidence in the results, this process was repeated after 2 months.  During this 

experiment firstly I established that the composition of the microbial community at DNA-

level did not change significantly, as the different reproduction rates of the various 

microbes would have disturbed the picture of the early functional response. The practically 

identical results obtained (Figure 2.) from the four metagenome (MG) sequencing 

datasets confirmed that this indeed was the case, and furthermore supported the 

reproducibility of the system. Thus, the combination of the four MG sequencing libraries 

were used to assemble a fairly large number of MAGs: 7 Archaea, 61 Bacteria and 16 

unclassified population genomes. My analysis showed that from these, 14 had no 

corresponding genomes in the BGMB database. I concluded that although the microbial 

communities in our reactors showed similarities to other biogas samples, certain microbial 

taxa were characteristic to this system only. The high number of unique MAGs in each 

anaerobic digester sample was suggested in the related comprehensive analysis of microbial 

genomes (Campanaro et al., 2020). My results here support the importance of using 

genome-resolved metagenomics to analyze biogas producing microflorae, and also 

complex microbial communities in general. 

The community switched to H2 consumption and biomethane production almost 

immediately following H2 injection, although feeding of the entire community with alpha-

cellulose substrate continued as before. Our research group previously demonstrated that 

the microbial community composition rearranges upon long-term exposure to H2 (and 

CO2), particularly when no other organic substrate is available for the community (Ács et 

al., 2019). The results of the current work indicated the presence of sufficient 

hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis activity to perform the P2bioCH4 conversion rapidly in 

the industrial biogas plant effluent. In other words, the diverse, “raw” anaerobic 

communities can be used in switching on P2bioCH4 without a lengthy adaptation and 

enrichment period. This allows a quick and efficient turn-on and turn-off response by the 

mixed methanogenic community. The vigorous P2bioCH4 activity returned to normal 
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biogas production as soon as the dissolved H2 diminished, but the community was ready to 

adjust its biochemistry to instant H2 conversion and P2bioCH4 repeatedly.  

I examined the initial response of the complex AD microbial community with a custom 

metatranscriptomic bioinformatics workflow to assess the first up- or down-regulated 

genes caused by the H2 injection. I found that the methane metabolism in the 

Methanosarcina MAG (bin_27) practically stopped (average log2FC= -5.23); also in an 

unknown Iainarchaeota (bin_18) it decreased substantially (-2.85). Out of the two 

Methanoculleus bourgensis MAGs, one showed a significant methanogenesis pathway 

enrichment (bin_6), while the other indicated only a slight enrichment (bin_66), the 

average log2FC was 1.94 and 0.65, respectively. Another unknown Methanoculleus MAG 

(bin_60) was on the contrary somewhat decreased (-0.17). This supports that 

phylogenetically closely related microbial strains can behave differently in the same 

microbial environment, which also underlines the importance of using genome-resolved 

metagenomics and metatranscriptomics. In a recent study, where the effects of H2-addition 

in thermophilic biogas digesters were examined (Zhu et al., 2020), the results revealed a 

multi-trophic role to Methanosarcina thermophila. Although the hydrogenotrophic 

Methanoculleus thermophilus prevailed as the dominant Archaea species in terms of 

relative gene expressions, at the expense of M. thermophila. Some community members, 

which emerged during the later stages of H2-driven methanogenesis, were below the 

detection limit in the starting sample, i.e., Methanobacteriaceae spp. In my work a similar 

pattern started to emerge but in a mesophilic context.  

In a brief review to summarize in situ biogas upgrading Zhang et al. pointed out the 

predominant roles of the genus Methanoculleus under mesophilic conditions and the 

thermophilic genus Methanothermobacter at elevated temperatures (Zhang et al., 2020). 

The species Methanoculleus bourgensis (bin_6 and bin_66 in my experiments) was 

identified to play an important role in various biogas reactor systems. Methanoculleus 

species grow on CO2 and H2 and hence perform the hydrogenotrophic pathway for CH4 

synthesis (Maus et al., 2015). The importance of this species was shown in my experiments 

as well.   
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H2 (and dissolved CO2) is readily converted to CH4 by both direct (hydrogenotrophic) and 

indirect (homoacetogenesis and subsequent acetotrophic) methanogenesis. My findings 

suggest that the second route is unlikely the predominant one in the early response of the 

microbial community to H2 addition at least under mesophilic conditions, since the 

acetotrophic pathways have not reacted significantly within the two hours after sampling, 

while the gene transcription of the hydrogenotrophic route increased dramatically after a 

very short period of extensive H2 feeding (Figures 13. and 14. and Supplementary Figure 

S2). This predicts that under P2bioCH4 operation conditions the physiological readiness 

of the hydrogenotrophic methanogens will determine the reactor response rate upon 

switch-on of the H2 addition.  

Interestingly, my experiments revealed an extensive response to the transient H2 stress 

within the Bacteria community as well, although Bacteria cannot directly generate CH4 

from H2 as many Archaea can. Some of these Bacteria possess the complete or partial 

enzyme sets for the Wood-Ljungdahl pathway. These and the homoacetogenes are 

probably the best candidates for syntrophic community interactions between members of 

the distinct kingdoms of Archaea and Bacteria. The details of these interactions in the 

complex anaerobic environment and consequences to stabilize robust and vigorous AD 

microbial communities during long term P2bioCH4 operation should be the subjects of 

future studies. Nevertheless, the transcriptional activity of the primary potential syntrophic 

bacterial partners (bin_1 (Herbivorax saccincola), bin_68 (Ruminococcus sp.), and 

unidentified bins_59, _61, _63, see Figure 14.) did not change substantially upon H2 

exposure. This may mean that either there is enough syntrophic capacity already in the 

non-adapted, “raw” community to support increased hydrogenotrophic methanogen 

activity or the syntrophic partners respond slowly to the sudden H2 burst appearing in the 

microbial environment. 

These results altogether emphasize the importance of carrying out the metagenomic 

binning procedures as opposed to be relied solely on databases when investigating complex 

environmental microbiota such as the AD microbiome. While the BGMB collection is a 

very useful database and necessary step in our more complete understanding of the AD 
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microbiome, further research is necessary to reach this goal, as novel microbial strains may 

exist in essentially every biogas reactor. Perhaps this is even more important in 

metatranscriptomic studies, as the mapping of reads to the actual population that is living 

in the sample (the MAGs) is more precise than when they are mapped to a database, as it 

is possible that closely related and less precisely annotated strains have different ORFs in 

the actual genome than in the database. This was suggested by Treu et al (Treu et al., 

2018), as their results showed that some closely related genomes from key taxa for the 

specific bioprocess (e.g., Methanoculleus spp.) co-exist in the same ecosystem even though 

they possess different metabolic features. Although there is a caveat in this method as well, 

which is that there will be reads that do not map to the ORFs carried by the MAGs, but 

only the ‘unbinned’ fraction, as was the case in 16.34-20.97% of the reads in this study. A 

possible solution to this would be to map only these reads to the database or to increase 

the coverage of the metagenomes via deep sequencing. 

Taking into account the recent results and considerations, the development of a stable 

P2bioCH4 mixed AD community depends on a number of important parameters, such as 

the origin of inoculum, H2 supply and its fluctuation, composition of added growth 

supporting substrates, the dissolved CO2/HCO3− concentration, temperature and reactor 

configuration.  

In the future the extension of these studies should be carried out, i.e., mapping the 

molecular events after longer exposure of the microbial cell factory and linking the 

metagenomic approach to more detailed transcriptomic and proteomic studies. 

The interest in converting the energy market from a fossil fuel-based one into one that is 

based more on renewables is growing worldwide. This positive trend will help avoid 

threatening global climate change and associated environmental catastrophes.  
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7. Conclusions 

In the course of my doctoral thesis, I aimed to contribute to two important aspects of the 

anaerobic digestion technology: 1.) utilizing second-generation lignocellulosic substrates 

as feedstocks and 2.) biological biogas upgrading of biogas with H2 resulting from the 

coupled process called Power-to-Gas. To achieve these goals, in the first part of my 

research, I evaluated a novel substrate, the juvenile stems and leaves of short rotation 

coppice willow, which I termed Green Willow Biomass (GWB), for biogas production. In 

the following section I will summarize my main findings: 

 

The analyses of fermentation efficiency, based on parameters as maximal CH4 yields (K) 

and highest CH4 production rates (µmax), showed that both the commercial willow 

genotype (EN) and the novel tetraploid variant (PP) I tested can be viable alternative AD 

feedstocks: 

1. The highest values can be expected from mid-summer harvests (June in my 

experiments) 

2. Low lignin and high “solubles” are key factors for efficient AD of GWB, similarly to 

other previously characterized substrates. 

3. Leaf biomass is beneficial, as its values were higher than the stem’s.  

4. PP is slightly better than EN in this context 

5. Higher Leaf-to-Stem (L/S) ratios were shown to be positively correlated with µmax 

values, suggesting that PP plants harvested in June are optimal substrates for AD. 

6. Compared to WWB, GWB has better fermentation parameters, even more so when 

considering CSTR fermentations and industrial-scales operations 

7. In further research, breeding can improve biomass characteristics.  
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In addition to the laboratory experiments, I estimated the biomass yields (t/ha) based on 

a small-scale field experiment to compare GWB with alternative feedstocks. This showed 

that: 

8. EN plants harvested in August produced VS amounts that was comparable to maize 

silage. 

9. Compared to WWB the yields were higher because the large amount of leaf biomass. 

10. An extrapolation suggested that September harvest could result in even higher 

yields.  

11. If we consider fermentation parameters and biomass yields, a late August-early 

September can be the choice for harvest. This is because the extractable energy 

potential (GJ/ha) in August – September harvests of GWB reaches and can even 

surpass the corresponding yields of either maize silage or combusted WWB.  

Energy willow shrub plantations, besides other advantages, can be harvested annually 

thereby reducing biomass production costs considerably. The annual cutbacks likely won’t 

affect substantially the yearly biomass production. Ensiling may help to store and/or 

improve the quality of the green biomass for AD. Further studies, spanning several years 

and hectares are required however to validate the possibility of this scenario, e.g. annually 

harvesting the GWB substrate, ensiling it and using it CSTR reactors.  

These findings help optimizing the GWB-based technology by using different genotypes, 

harvesting time, different lignocellulose composition and anaerobic microbial community. 

Since cultivating willow biomass has several advantages both from an economical and from 

an ecological point of view, anaerobic digestion of GWB has the potential to produce biogas 

for a lower cost and with more benefits than many other feedstocks. Therefore, the 

presented data and calculations provide substantial support to promote and recommend 

green willow biomass (GWB) as valuable feedstock for biomethanation. 
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Within the course of the second part of my thesis, I examined the behavior of the AD 

microbial community in a suggested P2bioCH4 process on the DNA and mRNA levels. 

More precisely, I examined the early response of the mixed biogas microbial community to 

the presence of saturating amount of H2. I carried out metagenomic and 

metatranscriptomic analyses to determine the changes of the expression levels of the 

various genes of assembled MAGs, with a focus to those related to methanogenesis. 

Genome-centric metatranscriptomics could expand our current understanding about the 

early response of the microbial community and thus contribute to manage the turn-on and 

turn-off steps of the P2bioCH4 process. These investigations enabled the distinction of the 

activity of each individual MAG and the identification of the key and most sensitive 

members of the community. My main findings were the following: 

1. The microbial community responded practically instantaneously (2 hours after the 

induced H2) to the changed environment.  

2. Many MAGs that have no correspondent in the biogas microbiome database are not 

always just side-players, rather several of them are abundant, main-players of the 

community. Thus, it seems that related, but specific microbes proliferate in the 

samples, which is likely the case in ultimately any AD environment. This underlines 

the importance of using genome-centric metagenomics for the analyses of complex 

microbiomes. 

3. The activity of pluripotential methanogens, mainly Methanosarcina MAGs, reduced 

significantly, while the hydrogenotrophic Methanobacter MAGs increased.  

4. In addition, the metabolic activity of numerous bacterial strains changed 

substantially as a response to H2.  

5. Clearly, the excess H2 does not only affect the methanogenesis pathways in Archaea, 

rather the microbial community respond with a multifarious gene expression profile 

change, which seems to be rather selective. This indicates a more global regulatory 

role of H2 in the life of anaerobic communities than assumed earlier.  

6. The syntrophic interactions contribute to the stability and metabolic activity of the 

hydrogenotrophic methanogens.  
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7. This, together with the non-sterile operation conditions and continuous supply of 

inexpensive catalyst, underlines the benefits of using mixed communities in the 

P2bioCH4 process instead of pure hydrogenotrophic cultures.  

8. The metatranscriptomic responses to the H2 treatments separated 2 months apart 

were very similar to each other indicating not just the robustness of the employed 

methods, but also that the metabolic pathways could be flexibly restored after 

switching on and off the P2bioCH4 operational mode.  

This thorough analysis of the differences between the H2-treated metatranscriptomes 

and corresponding controls identified the early events in the microbial communities 

brought about by the H2 addition, contributing to our understanding of the BBU 

mechanism in a P2bioCH4 system. 
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10. Summary 

The harmful impact of humanity on the Earth system includes the increasing rate of species 

extinction, deforestation, climate change, environmental pollution and overpopulation. 

One central issue is the increasing global energy demand, which is still met with 80% by 

fossil fuels. The burning of these contributes to many of the beforementioned global issues, 

as they produce green-house-gases (GHG) and pollutants. Fortunately, reducing their 

share is the target of several international treaties. Renewable energies provide an 

alternative to this, but their combined usage is required to provide effective GHG-

mitigation. Biomass is a ubiquitous renewable energy source that can be harnessed in many 

ways. Because its many advantages, one very promising technology for alternative energy 

generation from biomass is the anaerobic digestion process (AD). In the context of climate 

change, the generation of biogas as a form of renewable energy has become popular and 

was intensively examined over the last few decades. In the course of my doctoral work, I 

aimed to contribute to the following two major challenges that biogas industry faces:  

1.) To find novel substrates that have high biogas production potential, yet cheap to 

produce and do not come into contradiction with the food vs feed debate, as 

traditional substrates, such as maize do. Willow biomass may be a promising choice, 

since producing it has many advantages, including low production costs and the 

possibility of growing it on marginal lands, but the high amounts of lignin in the 

woody biomass hindered its usage as a substrate for biogas generation until now. 

To this end, I utilized a novel lignocellulosic biogas substrate: the young shrubs of 

the short-rotation coppice willow (Salix spp.), which I termed Green Willow 

Biomass (GWB).  

2.) The coupling of other renewable sources, such as photovoltaics and wind energy, 

with biogas to harness their excess energy produced when the energy consumption 

rate is lower than its generation. This can be achieved with a process called a power-

to-methane (P2bioCH4), wherein the excess energy is used to generate H2 via water 

electrolysis, which in turn is fed to an anaerobic digester to increase the methane 
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concentration of the produced biogas. To better understand this in situ biological 

biogas upgrading process (BBU), I investigated the near-immediate effects of 

hydrogen-addition on the biogas producing microbial community via a 

metatranscriptomic approach. 

Within the first part of my research, I analyzed the fermentation efficiency of GWB, based 

on parameters, such as maximal methane yields (K) and highest methane production rates 

(µmax). This showed that both the commercial willow genotype (EN) and the novel 

tetraploid variant (PP) can be viable alternative AD feedstocks. Perhaps even more so 

when considering CSTR fermentations and industrial-scales operations because the 

GWB’s higher µmax values, compared to woody willow (WWB). In addition to the 

laboratory experiments, I estimated the biomass yields (t/ha) based on a small-scale field 

experiment to compare the energy potential of GWB with other feedstocks. When 

considering biomass yields, GWB can be an even more promising choice, as the extractable 

energy potential (GJ/ha) in the August harvests of GWB almost reached and in an 

estimated September harvest, it can potentially surpass the corresponding yields of either 

maize silage or combusted woody willow. Many of these advantages come from the 

presence (or rather, high amounts) of leaf biomass. Therefore, my thesis provides 

substantial support to promote and recommend green willow biomass as valuable feedstock 

for biomethanation.  

Within the course of the second part of my thesis, I examined the early response of the 

biogas-producing microbial community to the presence of saturating amount of H2.  I used 

a combined metagenomic and metatranscriptomic analysis to determine the changes of the 

expression levels of the various genes of the metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs), 

with a focus to those related to methanogenesis. My results showed that the microbial 

community (both the Archaea and many Bacteria) responded practically instantaneously 

(2 hours after the induced H2) to the changed environment. The activity of pluripotential 

methanogens, mainly Methanosarcina MAGs, reduced significantly, while the 

hydrogenotrophic Methanobacter MAGs increased. Many MAGs were unique to my 

samples, but these were not always just side-players, rather several of them are abundant, 
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main-players of the community. Thus, it seems that specific microbes proliferate in the 

samples, which is likely the case in ultimately any AD environment. This thorough analysis 

of the differences between the H2-treated metatranscriptomes and corresponding controls 

identified the early events in the microbial communities brought about by the H2 addition, 

contributing to our understanding of the BBU mechanism in a P2bioCH4 system. 
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11. Summary in Hungarian (Összefoglaló) 

Az emberiség Földünknek és a bioszférának egyre nagyobb és egyre inkább 

visszafordíthatatlan károkat okozott. Ennek egyik oka a folyamatosan növekedő 

energiaigényünk, hiszen kielégítésére leginkább fosszilis energiahordozókat égetünk el, 

azonban ezáltal üvegházhatású gázok és különböző károsanyagok szabadulnak fel, jutnak 

környezetünkbe. A megújuló energiák használata részben megoldást nyújthat, ám szükség 

van ezen technológiák továbbfejlesztésére, hogy versenyezni tudjanak a fosszilis 

energiákkal. A biomassza az egyik legnagyobb mértékben hozzáférhető energiaforrás, 

melyből számos energiahordozó állítható elő. Az egyik legszélesebb körben felhasználható 

ezek közül a biogáz, amely a biomassza levegőmentes bomlása (anaerob fermentáció) során 

keletkező, metánt és szén-dioxidot tartalmazó gázelegy. A biogáz előállítása rendkívül 

sokféle alapanyagból, vagyis szubsztrátból lehetséges, mint pl. szennyvíziszap, 

mezőgazdasági és élelmiszeripari melléktermékek, sertés- vagy marhatrágya, illetve a 

leggyakrabban használt energianövények. A technológia másik előnye, hogy maga a termék 

is, tehát a biogáz, különböző módokon felhasználható: elégethető gázmotorokban 

elektromosság előállítására, felhasználható otthonok fűtésére vagy a közlekedésben. 

Legnagyobb potenciáljának kihasználására akkor nyílik alkalom, ha adekvát tisztítás által 

biometánt állítunk elő belőle, amely a földgázzal ekvivalens, így lehetséges a 

földgázhálózatba betáplálni, bár ez Magyarországon még csak 1 esetben valósult meg. 

Doktori disszertációm során a biogáztermelés két központi problémájának megoldásához 

szerettem volna hozzájárulni: 

1.) Jelenleg a biogáztermelés leginkább tradicionális energianövények (kukorica, szója) 

felhasználásával valósul meg, ám egyre inkább nő az igény olyan potenciális 

alapanyagok iránt, amelyek termesztését meg lehet valósítani marginális 

területeken, ezáltal nem kerülnek összetűzésbe élelmezési célokra termesztett 

növényekkel (pl. búza, kukorica). Ilyen lignocellulóz-alapú szubsztrát lehet a rövid-

vetésfordulójú energiafűz (RVF-EF) is. Az RVF-EF-et azonban eddig csak 

biomassza-erőművekben történő égetés céljából termesztették; a belőle történő 
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biogáz-előállításra ugyan volt már példa a szakirodalomban, de csak a magas 

lignocellulóz-tartalom miatt szükséges előkezelések elvégzése után volt alkalmas 

erre a célra. Az általam javasolt rendszerben az eddigiekkel ellentétben az RVF-EF 

fiatalon, még zöld állapotában kerül begyűjtésre, hogy a nagymennyiségű levél-

biomassza is felhasználásra kerüljön. Az így kapott biomasszát Zöld Fűz 

Biomasszának (ZFB-nek) neveztem el. A disszertációm első fő részében 

megvizsgáltam ezen rendszer használatának lehetőségét. 

2.) A biometán előállításának potenciális lehetőségét egy in situ biológiai 

biogázjavítással kapcsolt power-to-gas (P2G, „áram → gáz”) rendszerben, ahol az 

egyéb megújuló forrásokból termelt fel nem használt elektromos energiából első 

lépésben H2 előállítása történik meg (víz elektrolízis segítségével), majd az ez kerül 

betáplálásra az utófermentációs tartályba, vagy akár közvetlenül fermentációs 

egységekbe. Ez az ún. power-to-biomethane (P2bioCH4, „áram → biometán”) 

koncepció, amelyben a H2 központi szerepet játszik, azonban annak a biogáztermelő 

mikroközösségre gyakorolt rövidtávú hatását még nem vizsgálták. Dolgozatom 

második felében ezért ezt a hatást vizsgáltam meg genom-centrikus 

metatranszkriptomikai módszer segítségével. 

 

A ZFB vizsgálatának során egy kisméretű, 100 növényből álló kísérleti ültetvény 

biomasszáját használtam fel. A kísérleti populáció 2 genotípusú növényből állt, a 

betakarítást 4 alkalommal végeztem el. Megmértem a szárak és a levelek mennyiségét, 

biometán hozamukra illesztett növekedési modell paramétereit (K=teljes metánhozam, 

µmax=maximális metántermelési ráta) szakaszos üzemű anaerob reaktorokban. Az 

összehasonlításból megállapítottam, hogy a legoptimálisabb modell paramétereket a 

júniusi betakarítás mutatta, valamint, hogy mindkét genotípus alkalmas lehet biogáz 

fermentorokban történő felhasználásra, valamint, hogy a levélrész jelentősen magasabb 

µmax értékeknek köszönhetően gyorsabban degradálódik a szárnál, ami különösen előnyös 

folyamatos üzemű fermentációk esetében. Amennyiben számításba vesszük a 

biomasszahozamokat is megállapítható, hogy egy késő augusztusi-kora szeptemberi 
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betakarítás lenne a legelőnyösebb, hiszen az ültetvény ilyenkor mutatja a legmagasabb 

energiapotenciált (amelyet a metánhozam és a biomasszahozam összeszorzásából 

kaphatunk meg). Ezek az értékek megközelítik, sőt potenciálisan meg is haladhatják a 

silókukorica értékeit (amennyiben azt szintén biogáz-előállításra használnánk), valamint a 

fás fűz értékeit, amennyiben az a tradicionális módon biomassza-égetőkben kerülne 

felhasználásra. Mindezek arra mutatnak, hogy az energiafűz egyéb előnyei mellett, 

melyeket más energianövényekkel szemben mutat, a ZFB felhasználása biogázüzemekben 

egy igen gazdaságos megoldás lehet. 

Dolgozatom második felében megvizsgáltam az anaerob reaktorokba történő H2-betáplálás 

korai hatását a mikrobaközösségre, központi figyelmet szentelve a metántermelő Archaeák 

(metanogének) populációinak génkifejeződésének változásaira. A kísérlet során egy stabil 

biogáztermelő folyamatos üzemű anaerob reaktor szolgált modellként az „áram → 

biometán” koncepció vizsgálatához. Megállapítottam, hogy már 2 óra elteltével is mind az 

Archaeális, mind a Bakteriális populációk génexpressziós profilja, illetve metabolikus 

útvonalainak kifejeződésének mértéke jelentősen változott a H2 hatására. A pluripotens 

metanogének, leginkább Methanosarcinák abundanciája jelentősen csökkent, míg a 

hidrogenotróf metanogének (Methanobacter) aktivizálódtak. A kísérleti minták biológiai 

párhuzamosai 2 hónap elteltével is nagyfokú hasonlóságot mutattak, ami bizonyítéka nem 

csak a felhasznált módszerek robusztusságának, hanem magának a rendszer 

plaszticitásának a H2 adagolás ki/be-kapcsolásával szemben is.  Ezen in situ biológiai 

biogázjavítási eljárás tehát egy ígéretes módszer lehet az „áram → biometán” rendszer által 

történő bioenergia felhasználásra. 
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12. Supplementary Material 

 

 

Supplementary Figure S1. Biogas yields during the course of the H2-addition experiment. 

Blue arrows indicate H2 injections. 
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Bin name CompletionRedundancydomain phylum class order family genus species Closest relative Percent AAI

Bin_1 97.18 7.04 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Acetivibrionales Acetivibrionaceae Herbivorax Herbivorax saccincola # 0

Bin_4 64.47 0 Archaea ThermoplasmatotaThermoplasmata MethanomassiliicoccalesMethanomassiliicoccaceaeDTU008 DTU008 sp001512965 # 0

Bin_6 72.37 11.84 Archaea Halobacterota Methanomicrobia Methanomicrobiales Methanocullaceae Methanoculleus Methanoculleus bourgensis # 0

Bin_18 60.53 0 # # # # # # # # 0

Bin_20 69.01 12.68 Bacteria Firmicutes Mahellia Caldicoprobacterales CaldicoprobacteraceaeDTU074 DTU074 sp002385885 # 0

Bin_21 76.06 16.9 Bacteria Firmicutes Thermovenabulia Thermovenabulales TepidanaerobacteraceaeDTU063 DTU063 sp001512695 # 0

Bin_34 33.8 2.82 Bacteria HydrogenedentotaHydrogenedentia Hydrogenedentiales UBA2224 UBA2224 UBA2224 sp002348185 # 0

Bin_35 97.37 19.74 Archaea Euryarchaeota Methanobacteria Methanobacteriales MethanobacteriaceaeMethanobacterium Methanobacterium sp002496805# 0

Bin_52 35.21 0 Bacteria Bacteroidota Bacteroidia Bacteroidales Marinilabiliaceae UBA7646 UBA7646 sp002411385 # 0

Bin_54 42.25 1.41 Bacteria Fibrobacterota Chitinivibrionia Chitinivibrionales Chitinispirillaceae Chitinispirillum Chitinispirillum alkaliphilum # 0

Bin_58 91.55 54.93 Bacteria Firmicutes # # # # # # 0

Bin_59 71.83 21.13 Bacteria Firmicutes Limnochordia DTU010 DTU010 DTU010 DTU010 sp900018335 # 0

Bin_60 75 6.58 Archaea Halobacterota Methanomicrobia Methanomicrobiales Methanocullaceae Methanoculleus # 0

Bin_66 82.89 3.95 Archaea Halobacterota Methanomicrobia Methanomicrobiales Methanocullaceae Methanoculleus Methanoculleus bourgensis # 0

Bin_31 66.2 2.82 # # # # # # # METABAT AS06rmzACSIP 54534.48

Bin_48 47.89 0 # # # # # # # METABAT AS27yjCOA 18643.95

Bin_39 46.48 1.41 Bacteria Firmicutes DTU014 DTU014 DTU014 DTU014 DTU014 sp900016865 METABAT AS04akNAM 96 46.44

Bin_37 87.32 0 # # # # # # # METABAT AS22ysBPME 3350.22

Bin_24 57.75 0 Bacteria Firmicutes Bacilli Haloplasmatales Turicibacteraceae Turicibacter Turicibacter sp001543345 METABAT AS04akNAM 10551.86

Bin_55 46.48 0 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Lachnospirales Cellulosilyticaceae Cellulosilyticum # METABAT AS21ysBPME 354.83

Bin_47 26.76 0 # # # # # # # METABAT AS05jafATM 8956.39

Bin_51 76.32 0 Archaea Euryarchaeota Methanobacteria Methanobacteriales MethanobacteriaceaeMethanobacterium # METABAT AS08sgBPME 33756.88

Bin_19 88.73 1.41 Bacteria Chloroflexota Anaerolineae Anaerolineales Anaerolineaceae T78 T78 sp002305635 METABAT AS06rmzACSIP 16663.25

Bin_27 92.11 0 Archaea Halobacterota Methanosarcinia Methanosarcinales Methanosarcinaceae Methanosarcina Methanosarcina horonobensisMETABAT AS10tlH2TH 28770.69

Bin_49 42.25 0 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Clostridiales Clostridiaceae Clostridium Clostridium sp001916075 METABAT AS07pgkLD 973.41

Bin_45 32.39 0 # # # # # # # METABAT AS07pgkLD 20276.51

Bin_71 46.48 0 Bacteria Bacteroidota Bacteroidia Bacteroidales UBA932 Bact-11 # METABAT AS06rmzACSIP 60176.92

Bin_73 71.83 0 # # # # # # # METABAT AS10tlH2TH 8478.3

Bin_57 77.46 0 # # # # # # # METABAT AS21ysBPME 3395.41

Bin_16 67.61 1.41 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Oscillospirales Oscillospiraceae UBA5446 UBA5446 sp002427465 METABAT AS4LglBPNY 696.17

Bin_30 64.79 2.82 Bacteria Patescibacteria Paceibacteria Paceibacterales UBA5633 UBA2558 UBA2558 sp002340425 METABAT AS24abBPME 13996.87

Bin_42 92.96 0 Bacteria Synergistota Synergistia Synergistales 54-24 54-24 54-24 sp001508935 METABAT AS04akNAM 8397.09

Bin_70 73.24 1.41 Bacteria Actinobacteriota Actinobacteria Mycobacteriales Mycobacteriaceae Corynebacterium Corynebacterium humireducensMETABAT AS15tlH2ME 19897.19

Bin_79 87.32 0 Bacteria Cloacimonadota Cloacimonadia Cloacimonadales Cloacimonadaceae UBA3900 UBA3900 sp002391675 METABAT AS26fmACSIPLY 1697.42

Bin_26 87.32 1.41 Bacteria Cloacimonadota Cloacimonadia Cloacimonadales Cloacimonadaceae UBA4175 UBA4175 sp002379855 METABAT AS4BglBPHE 3097.59

Bin_17 77.46 0 # # # # # # # METABAT AS16jrsBPLL 1897.76

Bin_83 100 0 Bacteria Firmicutes Bacilli Lactobacillales Streptococcaceae Streptococcus # METABAT AS08sgBPME 17698.1

Bin_65 57.75 0 # # # # # # # METABAT AS22ysBPME 3398.14

Bin_5 88.73 2.82 Bacteria Bacteroidota Bacteroidia Bacteroidales Bacteroidaceae UBA1179 UBA1179 sp002340405 METABAT AS10tlH2TH 39198.19

Bin_56 50.7 1.41 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Lachnospirales Defluviitaleaceae Defluviitalea Defluviitalea phaphyphila METABAT AS23ysBPME 18398.27

Bin_40 81.69 1.41 Bacteria Spirochaetota Spirochaetia Treponematales Treponemataceae Treponema Treponema brennaborense METABAT AS23ysBPME 13798.38

Bin_23 91.55 7.04 Bacteria Firmicutes Bacilli # # # # METABAT AS23ysBPME 27298.39

Bin_33 57.75 0 Bacteria Firmicutes Bacilli RF39 UBA5348 UBA5348 UBA5348 sp002411005 METABAT AS08sgBPME 33898.71

Bin_44 90.14 1.41 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia SaccharofermentanalesDTU023 UBA4923 UBA4923 sp002427535 METABAT AS21ysBPME 5198.76

Bin_38 92.96 0 # # # # # # # METABAT AS15tlH2ME 5298.86

Bin_28 91.55 2.82 Bacteria Spirochaetota Spirochaetia Treponematales Treponemataceae Spiro-10 Spiro-10 sp001604405 METABAT AS22ysBPME 29798.88

Bin_80 59.15 1.41 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Lachnospirales Lachnospiraceae Herbinix Herbinix luporum METABAT AS23ysBPME 15298.89

Bin_46 50.7 2.82 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Acetivibrionales Ruminiclostridiaceae Ruminiclostridium Ruminiclostridium sp001512485METABAT AS06rmzACSIP 33298.9

Bin_62 84.51 2.82 # # # # # # # METABAT AS22ysBPME 24798.96

Bin_61 56.34 4.23 Bacteria Firmicutes Limnochordia DTU010 DTU010 DTU010 DTU010 sp002391385 METABAT AS24abBPME 7399.01

Bin_36 49.3 0 Bacteria Bacteroidota Bacteroidia Bacteroidales vadinHA17 SR-FBR-E99 SR-FBR-E99 sp002409145 METABAT AS05jafATM 9399.06

Bin_12 80.28 0 Bacteria Firmicutes Bacilli RFN20 CAG-826 UBA1361 UBA1361 sp002306335 METABAT AS24abBPME 10899.11

Bin_32 46.48 0 Bacteria Bacteroidota Bacteroidia Bacteroidales WCHB1-69 UBA5429 UBA5429 sp002427605  METABAT AS08sgBPME 17599.11

Bin_75 78.87 5.63 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Peptostreptococcales Anaerovoracaceae UBA1426 UBA1426 sp002385825 METABAT AS21ysBPME 10999.11

Bin_25 74.65 2.82 # # # # # # # METABAT AS08sgBPME 42399.13

Bin_63 84.51 0 Bacteria Firmicutes Mahellia Caldicoprobacterales DTU083 UBA3906 UBA3906 sp002391555 METABAT AS2HglBPFA 899.13

Bin_22 94.37 0 # # # # # # # METABAT AS08sgBPME 5399.14

Bin_9 77.46 2.82 Bacteria Bacteroidota Bacteroidia Bacteroidales ML635J-15 Bact-19 Bact-19 sp002412425 METABAT AS24abBPME 12699.18

Bin_76 94.37 1.41 Bacteria Caldatribacteriota Caldatribacteriia Caldatribacteriales Caldatribacteriaceae UBA3950 UBA3950 sp002385475 METABAT AS07pgkLD 8299.27

Bin_43 95.77 1.41 Bacteria VerrucomicrobiotaKiritimatiellae RFP12 UBA1067 UBA1211 UBA1211 sp002309585 METABAT AS08sgBPME 28799.31

Bin_78 78.87 0 # # # # # # # METABAT AS4GglBPBL 699.41

Bin_82 85.92 1.41 Bacteria Firmicutes SHA-98 UBA4971 UBA4971 UBA2557 UBA2557 sp900019985 METABAT AS07pgkLD 14099.44

Bin_50 87.32 0 # # # # # # # METABAT AS24abBPME 9499.48

Bin_2 43.66 1.41 Bacteria Synergistota Synergistia Synergistales Synergistaceae Syner-03 Syner-03 sp002306075 METABAT AS21ysBPME 6299.49

Bin_69 84.51 0 Bacteria Synergistota Synergistia Synergistales Acetomicrobiaceae Acetomicrobium Acetomicrobium flavidum METABAT AS24abBPME 14899.49

Bin_68 91.55 1.41 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Acetivibrionales Acetivibrionaceae Ruminiclostridium Ruminiclostridium sp001512505METABAT AS24abBPME 4399.51

Bin_72 52.11 1.41 Bacteria Firmicutes DTU065 DTU065 DTU065 DTU065 DTU065 sp001512545 METABAT AS02xzSISU 6199.52

Bin_15 94.37 0 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Acetivibrionales Acetivibrionaceae DTU013 DTU013 sp002385815 METABAT AS24abBPME 6299.54

Bin_8 77.46 0 Bacteria Bacteroidota Bacteroidia Bacteroidales Dysgonomonadaceae Fermentimonas Fermentimonas massiliensis METABAT AS08sgBPME 18899.56

Bin_11 84.51 2.82 Bacteria Firmicutes Mahellia Caldicoprobacterales UBA3941 UBA3941 UBA3941 sp002385665 METABAT AS25fmACSIPFO 7199.56

Bin_67 97.18 0 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Tissierellales SedimentibacteraceaeSedimentibacter Sedimentibacter sp002316225METABAT AS21ysBPME 32799.62

Bin_64 91.55 0 Bacteria VerrucomicrobiotaKiritimatiellae LD1-PB3 Lenti-01 Lenti-01 Lenti-01 sp002304915 METABAT AS08sgBPME 11699.63

Bin_77 94.37 0 Bacteria Bacteroidota Bacteroidia Bacteroidales DTU049 DTU049 DTU049 sp001512885 METABAT AS26fmACSIPLY 3599.67

Bin_14 40.85 2.82 Bacteria Bacteroidota Bacteroidia Bacteroidales WCHB1-69 UBA1205 UBA1205 sp002309615 METABAT AS22ysBPME 30499.68

Bin_3 77.46 1.41 Bacteria Bacteroidota Bacteroidia Bacteroidales WCHB1-69 UBA5429 UBA5429 sp002427605 METABAT AS08sgBPME 47399.69

Bin_84 87.32 0 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Acetivibrionales Ruminiclostridiaceae DTU059 DTU059 sp001512555 METABAT AS24abBPME 5199.69

Bin_7 90.14 1.41 Bacteria Bacteroidota Bacteroidia Bacteroidales Dysgonomonadaceae # # METABAT AS05jafATM 3099.71

Bin_74 83.1 0 Bacteria Firmicutes Dethiobacteria Dethiobacterales Dethiobacteraceae DTU027 DTU027 sp002385745 METABAT AS08sgBPME 24499.72

Bin_41 64.79 0 Bacteria Bacteroidota Bacteroidia Bacteroidales Muribaculaceae CAG-1031 CAG-1031 sp000431215 METABAT AS23ysBPME 1199.74

Bin_53 94.37 7.04 Bacteria Firmicutes Desulfotomaculia Desulfotomaculales Pelotomaculaceae DTU098 DTU098 sp001512635 METABAT AS08sgBPME 11499.74

Bin_10 91.55 0 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Lachnospirales Lachnospiraceae Herbinix Herbinix luporum METABAT AS08sgBPME 34399.79

Bin_81 85.92 0 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Lachnospirales Lachnospiraceae Herbinix Herbinix luporum METABAT AS24abBPME 14699.8

Bin_13 98.59 0 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia 4C28d-15 DTU072 DTU072 DTU072 sp001512685 METABAT AS08sgBPME 40299.9

Bin_29 85.92 0 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia 4C28d-15 DTU072 DTU072 DTU072 sp001512685 METABAT AS08sgBPME 17899.91

Taxonomy based on GTDB database (https://gtdb.ecogenomic.org/) Bio-Gas Microbiome (http://microbial-genomes.org/)Bin statistics
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Supplementary Table S2. (previous page). Taxonomic assignments of the MAGs and their 

comparison to the BGMB 

 

Supplementary Figure S2. Mean l2FC of all methanogenesis-related genes of Archaeal MAGs. 
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Supplementary Figure S3.) A. Boxplot of occurrence of the Bacterial and Archaeal MAGs from 

the biogas microbiome collection in the 91 metagenome samples analyzed. B. The number of 

MAGs present in each of the samples. Occurrence/presence is defined as having at least 0.00001% 

(pres_0_p) or 0.1% (pres_1_p) abundance in both A. and B. The mean occurrence of MAGs above 

0.00001% is 757, while those above 0.1% is 209 (thick lines). Data taken from (Campanaro et al., 

2020). 

 


